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Dear Alumni and Friends: 
Another Stonehill milestone occurred this year when the College's first class - the Class of 
1952-celebraced their 40th anniversary! This celebration is one of the latest signs ofthe College's 
growing maturity. Occasions like this emphasize the reality that Stonehill is swiftly approaching 
its half century mark. Given our development, each alumnus, from the classes of 1952 through 
1992, can marvel at the progress of the College "since I was a student.,, 
Even if the Class of 1992, which just left Stonehill with diplomas in hand on May 17, were 
to return tocampus today, they would find the walkways and roadways dug up and college personnel 
temporarily exiting the campus via the old roadway "Rhododendron Drive." So much is happening 
at the College all the time that the phrase "never a dull moment" seems appropriate when 
de cribing campu activity! 
This issue of the alumni magazine is filled with stories and information of both the old and the 
new. The celebration of Alumni Hall brought alumni together with trustees and friends of the 
College in the building that holds so many memories and has undergone countless transformations. 
Reunion '92 turned out to be a spectacular weekend of events for over 500alumni from eight classes. 
A weather-perfect graduation day on the quadrangle for the five hundred and seventy-five 
graduates, the largest class ever, capped off another successful academic year. 
A new feature in the magazine, "Faculty Profile'', presents veteran Stonehill faculty member, 
Chet Raymo. Virginia Polanski, coordinator of the Writing Across the Curriculum program at 
Stonehill, reports on the results of an alumni writing survey. The alumni profile on Bill Driscoll 
'68, offers an up close perspective on what it takes to become successful, focusing on his aviation 
career as a Navy jet fighter Ace and instructor at TopGun. Professors Al Cullum and David 
Almeida discuss their collaborative project, Columbus: The Vision and the Voyage, a classroom 
drama that brings history alive for elementary school children. 
One ofthe most important and well-read sections of the magazine, ofcourse, is "Class Notes." 
Please continue to send information about your jobs, families, and other activities. It is always 
extremely helpful when you provide clear and complete information and I look forward to hearing 
from many of you. If you happen to visit the campus, members of the College Relations staff are 
always available to meet with you. 
I hope that you enjoy this issue of the StonehillAlumniMagazine. Best wishes for a very pleasant 
summer. 
Sincerely, 
Karen DePasquale O'Malley 
Editor 
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Members of the Class of 1952 gather to... 
gether for a photograph during Reunion 
Weekend '92 festivities infront ofthe newly... 
named Alumni Hall . The Class of 1952 





Past recipients of Stonehill's Outstanding Alumnus Award who attended the dedication ceremonies 
included (seated), A. Michael DeSisto '62, RitaE. Smith '62, WilliamO'Malley '66, PaulB . Flynn 
'57, and (standing) , Richard Lehan '52, David I. Finnegan 164, Gerard M . 0 1Neill 164 , and 
Lawrence J. Finnegan '5 2. 
Last Fall, at the annual meeting of the nations. Better known to many as the "gym" AlumniCouncil,StonehillPresident, or "old gym," this building has seen count, Father Bartley MacPhaidfn, C.S.C., less basketball and volleyball games, as well 
announced that the Academic Conference as many other intramural athletic contests. 
Center (old gymnasium) would be named It has served as a classroom and a lecture 
AlumniHall.Throughout itshistory,A lumni hall. Ithasbeen thesettingfor baccalaureate 
Hall has undergone several different incar, Mass, communion breakfasts, theatre pro, 
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Drawing of Alumni Hall
~a~- ~~-~ ~~~-ia;;tz!l~&IB by alumna Lynn A.
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..~.. ~_...... _... (Bulkley) Solomon '89. 
ductions, musicals, fashion shows, cap and 
gown presentations, and even boxing tour, 
naments. 
On May 26, 1952, the gym was totally 
transformed for one of the most memorable 
occasions in the history of the College. On 
that day, the members of the senior class­
along with family, friends, faculty and ad, 
ministrators-gathered to participate in 
Stonehill's first Commencement ceremony. 
In recent years, it has hosted the vari, 
ous career seminars that alumni offer to 
students. Simplyput, alumni knowthisbuild, 
ing inside and out. More importantly, they 
take pride in it. 
Built in 1905 by the Ames family as a 
modern recreational center, this building 
has always possessed character-boasting a 
heated indoor swimming pool and a clay 
tennis court under a glass roof. Today, how, 
ever, this building, which was renovated and 
refurbished in 1990, has a new purpose­
that of serving as the focal point for the 
activities ofan increasingly involved alumni 
body. 
Alumni Hall houses the Office of 
Alumni Affairs. The Alumni Association 
uses the building for its numerous meetings 
.~ 
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Bulletin board display illustrates the many 
changes that have taken place in the building 
since the College was founded in 1948. 
2 
Balcony shot of the main room of Alumni Hall. 
and functions, as does the Student Alumni 
Association. The Admissions Office finds it 
the ideal location for welcoming prospec, 
tive students and their parents. And, Alumni 
Hall continues to have many additional uses, 
as plays, lectures and special campus gather, 
ings are often held here. 
Stonehill President Father Bartley 
MacPhaidfn delivered the following remarks 
at the dedication ceremonies of Alumni 
Hall held on May 8, 1992: 
If you look around the Stonehill cam, 
pus, you will notice that all of our buildings 
are named after individuals. The"Big House'' 
is named after Father James W. Donahue, 
the Academic Building is named after Fa, 
therThomas Duffy, the Computer Center is 
named after Father Thomas E. Lockary, the 
Institute of Law and Society is named after 
Speaker Joe Martin, and the Sports Com, 
plex is named after Sally Blair Ames. And 
the list could go on. Each building celebrates 
individual contributions to the life of the 
College. Ofcourse, it is only right and fitting 
that we honorand recognize those who have 
made the College what it is today. 
Our focus on individual contributions 
is good and necessary but not totally inclu, 
sive. There is a collective force which has 
also shaped Stonehill for the better and, of 
course, I am referring to our alumni. 
Today, there are almost 13,000 
Stonehill alumni and they represent one of 
our greatest sources ofstrength. The major, 
ity of our alumni have yet to celebrate their 
20th reunion. Compared to most colleges 
and universities, we have a young alumni 
body ... 
Nevertheless, our alumni are making 
their mark on the world in many different 
ways and in many different professions and 
callings. Significantly, their ties to the Col, 
lege remain not just strong but vibrant. They 
care and they are involved. 
Their example and their achievements 
reflect well on Stonehill. The bond between 
alumni and the College is vital to our very 
identity. 
So, it is time to salute the collective 
force ofStonehill's alumni ... to pay tribute to 
the thousands of men and women whose 
hard work, participation and generosity 
of spirit give expression to what Stonehill 
represents. 
◄ Members of the Class of 1952 celebrating 
their 40th anniversary at the entrance to 
Alumni Hall. 
I might add that the initiative for 
Alumni Hall originated within the alumni 
body. And it gives us an indication of how 
passionate they are in their relationship with 
the College. 
No other building on campus symbol, 
izes the fullness ofour alumni experience ... it 
has a special place in our affections. As 
Alumni Hall, it will be at the heart of the 
relationship between alumni and the 
College ... and that is a very exciting place to 
be. 
Therefore, as the first alumnus to serve 
as president ofthe College, I take great pride 
in dedicating this building as Alumni Hall. 
Lqng may it continue to serve. Long may it 
welcome and greet. Long may it symbolize 
the noble and generous spirit of Stonehill 
alumni. 
Alumni Association President, Catherine P. 
Sabaitis '75, welcomes alumni and guests . 
Alumnus and Stonehill Trustee, David I. 
Finnegan, addresses the audience. 
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Members of the Class of 1987 
Yearbook memories!!! 
Me1nbers of the Class of 1957 
Class of 195 2 presents their class gift to Father 
Bartley MacPhaidin, C. S. C . 
■ Iii 
Members of the Class of 1972 
Members of the Class of 1967 
eunion Weekend '92, 
celebrated on campus May 29 
through May 31 by over 500 
alumni, was a spectacular event 
highlighted by individual receptions 
for all classes, the traditional festive 
ReunionDinner--Dancefor all reunion-­
goers at the Sally Blair Ames Sports 
Complex, a Welcome Back Dinner at 
the newly-- named Alumni Hall (the 
old gymnasium), a barbecueat theRFK 
Picnic Grove, Coffee with the President 
at the new Dining Commons, tours of 
the campus, and a Sunday morning 
Mass for deceased alumni followed by a 
farewell brunch. Members of eight 
classes -- 1952, 1957, 1962, 1967, 1972, 
Reunion barbecue at the RFK Picnic Grove There was plenty of entertainment for 
alumni children at the Reunion barbecue! 
REUNION 
llllll 
Members of the Class of 1962 
• The Class of 1952 was invited up on stage at the 
Reunion Dinner-Dance to receive a surprise tribute in 
honor of their milestone 40th anniversary! 
1977, 1982, 1987 - returned to campus for 
Reunion Weekend. Another Stonehill 
milestone was reached with the Class of 
1952 celebratingits40thanniversary! Many 
reunion alumni took advantage ofbooking 
their accommodations on campus in the 
residence halls whichwere transformed into 
"hotels" for the weekend! 
Alumni, along with members of their 
families mingled with College administra-­
tors and student volunteers throughout the 
weekend and all agreed that Reunion 
Weekend '92 was a wonderful and 
memorable occasion! 
Members of the Class of 1987 
Members of the Class of 1977 
The gala dinner-dance held at the Sally Blair Ames 
Sports Complex was enjoyed by these members of 
the Class of 1982 and friends! 
Holy Cross Fathers concelebrated a 
special Sunday Mass for deceased 
alumni in St. 
Mary's Chapel. 
"Coffee with the President" 
took place this year at the new Dining Commons 
Commencement 1992 
Honored guests at Stonehill's 41 st Commencement were (from left) 1 Donald F. Flynn, Mary Higgins Clark, Father Richard W. Timm, C. S. C., 
President, Father Bartley MacPhaidfn, C.S.C. 1 Patricia]. Hakim, Father Ernest]. Bartell, C.S.C. 1 and Reverend Monsignor Henry T. Munroe . 
Five hundred and seventy,five graduates re, ceived baccalaureate degrees at Stonehill's forty,first Commencement exercises 
held on Sunday, May 17 in traditional out, 
door ceremonies on the College quadrangle. 
Thisyeaes senior class set a new record as the 
largest graduating class in Stonehill,s history. 
In addition to presenting degrees to proud 
Stonehill seniors, President Bartley MacPhaidfn, 
C .S.C., conferred honorary degrees on 
five individuals who have distinguished 
themselves in their professions.Stone, 
hill's sixth president, Father Ernest 
J. Bartell, C.S.C., received an honor, 
ary Doctor of Laws degree; noted 
author Mary Higgins Clark, received 
an honorary Doctor of Letters 
degree; businessman Donald F. 
Flynn, received an honorary Doctor 
of Business Administration degree; 
artist Patricia J. Hakim, received 
an honorary Doctor of Fine Arts 
degree; and missionary and 
scientist Father Richard W. Timm, 
C.S.C., received an honorary 
Doctor of Humanities degree. 
Father Ernest J. Bartell, C .S.C., 
Sronehill's pre ident from 1971 
until 1977, is an economist and 
author. Father Bartell is Executive 
Director of the Helen Kellogg Institute for Interna, 
tional Studies at the University ofNotre Dame, where 
he is also a professor of economics. He has been a 
Fellow and member of the Board ofTrustees 
of the University of Notre Dame since 
1973, Board of Regents of the University of 
Portland since 1984, and serves on the boards 
of other academic and research organizations. 
Mary Higgins Clark is one of America's most 
popular mystery writers. Known as the "Queen 
of Suspense," she is the author of ninebest, 
sellers, several of which have been made 
into feature films. In 1979, Ms.Higgins 
Clark graduated from Fordham Uni, 
versity with a bachelor of arts degree 
in philosophy. She is especially 
proud of the bachelor's degree, which 
she began after her five children 
were educated and after becoming 
a famous author. 
Donald F. Flynn retired from his 
position as ChiefFinancial Officer 
of Waste Management, Inc. in 
1990 to assume a controlling in, 
terest in Blockbuster Entertain, 
ment. He and his wife, Beverly 
Lockbaum Flynn, are 1961 
graduates of Marquette Univer, 
sity, where a Chair in Account, 
◄Happy grads pose at Commencement '92. 
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Philip L. Hemingway, Sr. Award recipients Patrick F. Connor, Elizabeth]. McLeish, Laurie A. 
Magnant, and Paula M. Hilston. 
Excellence in Teaching Award recipient, Pro, 
fessor Robert H . Carver. 
ing has been established in their names. 
Flynn Hall on the Stonehill campus also 
bears their names and celebrates their mag, 
nanimity toward theStonehill College Com, 
munity. Mr. Flynn was elected to the 
Stonehill Board of Trustees in 1989. The 
Flynn's son, Brian, graduated with the C lass 
of 1992. 
Patricia J. Hakim is a native of India. 
She received her education in painting in 
London's Central School ofArts and Crafts 
and Rome's Accademia delle Belle Arti. 
Featured in exhibitions across Europe, her 
work has won much recognition, most nota, 
bly in the Faenza International Art Ceram, 
ics Competition whichhas honored Patricia 
Presentation of Senior Class Gift. ► 
annually from the time of her first entry in 
1967. Although she lives in Rome, Patricia 
is no stranger to campus. As artist,in resi, 
dence at Stonehill in 1988, she taught art 
history, restored valuable campus murals, 
and in an attic studio in Donahue Hall 
completed many commissions. Patricia's por, 
trait of alumnus William T. Herlihy '52 
hangs in the Herlihy Room. Two portraits of 
Edward E. Martin grace the Martin lnsti, 
tute. 
Father Richard W. Timm, C.S.C., a 
missionary and scientist, has enjoyed a di, 
verse career of scholarship and service inone 
of the world's poorest nations. Since 1970, 
his substantial abilities have been directed 
to the relief of the suffering and complex 
issues offood production and rural develop, 
ment in his adopted nation, the People's 
Republic ofBangladesh. Father Timm is the 
1987 recipient of the Ramon Magsaysay 
Award for International Understanding, 
known as "The Nobel Prize of Asia." An 
author of many scientific articles, he is also 
the 1987 recipient of the Abu Sayeed 
Chowdhurry Award for Human Rights on 
Social Service. 
Excellence in Teaching A ward 
Robert H. Carver, Associate Professor 
of Business Administration and Associate 
Director of the Joseph W. Martin, Jr. lnsti, 
tute for Law and Society, received the Excel, 
lence in Teaching Award, in memory of 
Louise F. Hegarty. Professor Carver joined 
the Stonehill faculty in 1982. He was hon, 
continued on page 3 2 
A Commencement smile! 
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Professor Chet Raymo 
Physicist Turned Writer 
by David McPherson 
Professor 
Chet Raymo 
N early thirty years ago, a young physicist and his wife visited a small New England college on 
Easter weekend. They spotted a priest walk, 
ing his dog across the nearly deserted campus 
and struck up a conversation with him. The 
physicist discovered this was exactly the 
person for whom he was looking. 
"It turnedouttobeFatherTomLockary, 
who just happened to be in the market for a 
physicist," Chet Raymo recalls. "I liked him 
immediately and realized this was a person I 
would like to work for and who would give 
me the responsibility to develop in my own 
way, and it worked out that way exactly." 
At the time, Raymo was completing 
work on a doctoral degree from the Univer, 
sity ofNotre Dame, and Lockary was head of 
Stonehill's mathematics and physics depart, 
ments looking for somebody to take over 
from him the physics instruction. ''He was 
"He obviously is a very 
good writer." 
"He's a craftsman. 
He's a11 interesting and 
innovative writer." 
Nils Bruzelius, Editor, Boston Globe 
teaching 24 credit hours at the time, which 
is more than twice what would be expected 
today," Raymo said. 
As a result of this chance meeting, 
Raymo joined the Stonehill faculty, and 
nearly three decades later he is one of its best 
known scholars.Nominated byhis colleagues 
and his students, he became the first recipi, 
ent of the Excellence in Teaching Award in 
1989. The award is given annually to a 
faculty member whose teaching has had a 
marked influence on the lives of those who 
were part of the classroom experience. 
In the intervening years, however, 
Raymo has gone from a dissertation on the 
optical properties of molybdenum films to 
become the author of two novels and eight 
books onscience and nature, and from some-... 
orte who never put two words together on 
paper-as he says-to a weekly columnist 
for the Boston Globe. 
"I have been happy here for almost 28 
years," Raymo said in a March interview at 
his office in Stonehill's Duffy Academic 
Center. "It's been a very supportive place. 
My own career has changed dramatically, 
and Stonehill has always been fantastically 
supportive of my own career changes." 
"I've ceased to be a scientist, and I've 
become a writer." 
Chet Raymo, 55, was born in Chatta, 
nooga, Tennessee, the son of Chester and 
Margaret Raymo. He attended the Univer, 
sity of Notre Dame as an undergraduate, 
earning in 1958 a bachelor ofscience degree 
in electrical engineering, and went on to the 
University of California at Los Angeles, 
where he earned a master of science degree 
in 1960. He returned to Notre Dame that 
year and began work on a doctoral degree in 
physics. He finished his doctorate in 1964 
and then joined the Stonehill faculty. 
On campus, the students know Raymo 
for his popular, yet challenging, general stud, 
ies courses in geology and astronomy, The 
Earth and The Universe. To these he brings 
enthusiasm contagious to students who in 
the past always dreaded science. 
For 17 years he also has directed the 
College's pre,engineering program, provid, 
ing instruction in courses like classical me, 
chanics, vibrations and waves and 
microcomputer electronics. The pre,engi, 
neering program, however, is coming to an 
end as fewer students are completing the 
program and moving on to Notre Dame to 
earn engineering degrees. 
Chet Raymo the novelist made his de, 
but inMarch 1990, with publication ofIn the 
Falcon's Claw: A Novel of the Year 1000. 
"I'm afraid you can't call it a commer, 
cial success," Raymo said. "I was pleased by 
the reviews it received. Itwas a fairly serious 
novel. I never expected it was going to be a 
best seller." 
His second novel, The Dork of Cork, 
will be published this winter, and he is opti, 
mistic that it will sell better. Warner Books 
has accepted it for publication, and rights for 
The Dork of Cork have been sold in Britain, 
France, Germany and Latin America. 
Asked todescribe the new novel, Raymo 
says only, "It's about beauty and broken, 
,,
ness. 
His first book, 365 Starry Nights, pub, 
lished by Prentice Hall, has been the most 
successful commercially. More the 100,000 
copies are inprint, according to Mary Kennan 
Herbert, who edited it for Prentice Hall. 
Raymo says in his transition from sci, 
entist to writer Stonehill English professor 
Frank Ryan had the greatest influence. 
"Itwas Frank who really introduced me 
to the magic and mystery of language and 
encouraged me to write," Raymo said. "It 
took me a long time to learn how to, starting 
out as a physicist who had never put two 
words on paper. ,, 
Ryan dismisses the notion that Raymo 
was a neophyte at writing when the two 
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"I think teaching is the 
best possible way to keep 
fresh. Being around young 
people is stimulating. 
Stonehill has been so 
much a part of my life for 
so long now that I would 
almost as well imagine 
leaving my family as 
leaving Stonehill," 
Chet Raymo 
joined the Stonehill faculty in 1964. "He 
was not nearly as unskilled as he suggests," 
Ryan said. 
Ryan remembers poems Raymo wrote 
as part of a course they taught together 
during the 1970s. "They revealed a fine gift 
of handling metaphor and handling images 
and a sense of tone," Ryan said. "He dis, 
played at that time a very strong feeling for 
the metaphorical structure of writing." 
But Raymo recalls a dozen years of 
rejection slips before he achieved any sue, 
cess as a writer. "It took 12 years to find a 
voice of which I was confident, which was 
recognizably my own." 
"I think those 12 years of rejection slips 
were well,deserved. IfI were an editor on the 
other end I would have rejected them, too," 
he added. 
Ms. Herbert, editor of Raymo's four 
books published by Prentice Hall and an, 
other by Dodd,Mead, remembers receiving 
the unsolicited 365 Starry Nights manuscript 
from Prentice Hall's textbook editor. She 
said Raymo's illustrations and his concept of 
devoting each night of the year to a single 
astronomy concept attracted her to the book. 
"He has a great imagination to come up 
with little bits of astronomy knowledge you 
can use each night of the year," she said. 
"Not many people can do that." 
365 Starry Nights was followed by simi, 
lar textbooks, The Crust of Our Earth and 
Biography ofa Planet before Raymo moved on 
to the next, more reflective Soul ofthe Night: 
An Astronomical Pilgrimage. A 1989 book, 
Written in Stone: A Geological History of the 
Northeastern United States, he co,authored 
with his daughter,Maureen Raymo, an assis, 
Office conference: Professor Raymo meets regularly with students to discuss classroom topics and 
homework. 
tant professor ofgeology at the University of 
California at Berkeley. 
Raymo continues to turn out books in 
rapid succession, but he may be best known 
for his "Science Musings" column, published 
each Monday in the Boston Globe's health 
and science section. The range of topics he 
covers is great, from chemistry and comput, 
ers to nature and anthropology. 
In January, Raymo wrote about carbon 
the "Joe Schmoe of elements." This "most 
ordinary of elements" proved to be the top 
science story in 1991, as it was in 1990. "It's 
as if Joe Schmoe from Podunk, Iowa, had 
come out of nowhere to become Time 
magazine's 'Man ofthe Year' for two years in 
a row,"Raymo wrote. 
Then in March he told readers about 
anotherhigh technology advance: "cybersex, 
the sights, sounds, motions and tactile sen, 
sations, all simulated electronically, taking 
place in a 'virtual reality' that exists only 
inside a computer." 
That kind of writing makes Raymo's 
name the most recognizable among all those 
who write for the Globe's health and science 
section, according to its editor, Nils Bruzelius. 
Bruzelius said during a focus group dis; 
cuss ion ofGlobe readers last year that he was 
struck by the popularity ofRaymo's column. 
"He got a very strong response. People were 
very aware ofhim as a name," Bruzelius said. 
At the time, Bruzelius was reviewing all 
features in the health and science section 
and was ready to cut anything, including 
Raymo's column. But any such consider; 
ation was put aside quickly whenone women 
in the focus group said, "We all love Chet," 
according to Bruzelius. 
"He obviously is a very good writer," 
Bruzelius said. "He's a craftsman. He's an 
interesting and innovative writer." He also 
noted Raymo's modesty, recalled he offered 
to mention Raymo's new books in the tag line 
at the endofhis column. But Raymo refused, 
saying it would be "too self;promoting," 
Bruzelius said. 
Most recently, Raymo took his writing 
skills and knowledge ofscience to television. 
Last N ove1nber he started doing video essays 
for public television'sMacNeil,Lehrer News 
Hour. 
As Raymo nears his 30th year at 
Stonehill, he says he wants to continue 
teaching, but admits he would like to drop 
back to half time, teaching in the fall semes, 
ter and writing in Ireland-where he owns a 
home--during the spring semester. Except 
for the Boston Globe column, Raymo says 
most ofhis writing is confined to the summer 
and wint½r breaks. 
Regardless of his success as a writer, 
Raymo insists he will always teach. "I think 
teaching is the best possible way to keep 
fresh. Being around young people is stimu, 
lating. Stonehill has been so much a part of 
my life for so long now that I would almost as 
well imagine leaving my family as leaving 
Stonehill," Raymo said. 
"I've always got a fresh bunchoffaces in 
front of me. They're a great group of young 
people." 
"I don't think there's anything in life 
I'd rather be doing than being up in the 
observatory on a starry night with a dozen 
students who are there just because they 
want tobe there-justsharingwhat I know." 
Alumnus David McPherson '87, is a re; 
porter for the Cape Cod Times in Hyannis. 
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Alumni Writing Survey 
Translates into Classroom Teaching 
by Virginia Polanski 
hat does first grade writing 
have to do with the case 
statement for a capital 
fundraising drive at a college? And what 
do both ofthese types ofwriting have to 
do with college teaching? 
Stonehill faculty attending a Writ; 
ing Across the Curriculum Workshop 
conducted by alumna Anne Lawless; 
Croak, a teacher in the Medfield Public 
Schools, Stonehill administrators 
George Hagerty '7 5, Director ofCorpo; 
rate Foundation, and Government Re; 
lations, andMartin McGovern, Director 
ofCommunications, found a number of 
parallels between the writing processes 
ofAnne's first graders and those ofpro; 
fessional writers George and Martin. 
They all 
1. think of themselves as "real 
. ,,
wnters; 
2. need several drafts to get ideas 
out and organized ( George and 
Martin were on the eleventh 
draft of the Case Statement); 
3. profit from peer collaboration 
and review; and, 
4. profit from editor (teacher) re; 
view (The faculty found the 
comments that Anne had writ; 
ten on first graders' drafts to be 
gentler than the ones Father 
Robert J. Kruse, Executive Vice 
President at Stonehill, had writ; 
ten on George and Martin's 
drafts)! 
And how did the faculty translate 
these observations into college class; 
room teaching in order to prepare stu; 
dents to write in the world in which 
alumni are already writing? They de; 
cided they need to: 
1. recognize students as "real" writ; 
ers with something to say and 
encourage them to think of 
themselves as such; 
2. allow time for students to pro; 
duce several drafts ofsignificant 
papers; 
3. set dates for successive drafts; 
4. design questions to be used by 
peer reviewers; 
5. encourage students to read their 
writing aloud to peers; 
6. encourage collaborative writing; 
and, 
7. write specific suggestions for im; 
provement on student drafts. 
Alumni Survey 
This workshop grew out ofa survey 
inwhich a random sampling ofStonehill 
alumni were queried about writing on 
their jobs and a number of alumni were 
asked to write about the writing they do 
on their jobs for our in;house Writing 
Across the Curriculum publication, 
Stonehill Writes. The sampling was cho; 
sen systematically using a combination 
of systematical and proportional sam; 
pling. 
The survey questions asked for the 
frequency with which alumni write 
specified types ofwriting, the frequency 
with which they consult with another 
person while writing, their impressions 
of the quality of their writing, and the 
importance of writing on their jobs. 
Of the 164 respondents, 63 were 
female and 101 were male- 107 had 
received a bachelor of arts degree, 32 a 
bachelor of science degree, and 25 a 
bachelor of science degree in business 
administration. 
Responses 
In analyzing their responses, we 
looked for frequencies andrelationships. 
We found that most ofour respon; 
dents wrote something almost every day 
during the designated two;week period. 
Some wrote as frequently as 10 times a 
day, while only 4 claimed they didn't 
write at all. 
Respondents claimed that they 
write memoranda more frequently than 
any other type ofwriting. This type was 
followed in order of frequency by the 
progress report, letter of inquiry, letter 
of technical information, formal report, 
explanation of policy, teaching plan, 
brief, sales proposal, and summary of 
research. Other types which they re; 
ported writing frequently were public 
relations information, minutes of a meet; 
ing, trip report, business proposal, letter 
of recommendation, and application. 
Types which they reported writing less 
frequently were written warning, article 
for a magazine, specifications, proce; 
dure, draft for speech, abstract, article 
for in;house publication, and annual 
report. 
When asked for other types ofwrit; 
ing produced, alumni mentioned claims 
report ( twice a week); status and priori; 
ties report; patient report and summary; 
computer program ( twice a day); sales 
call report; market requirements docu; 
ment; daily anecdotal notes to parents 
of special needs students; communica; 
tion with parents; medical office notes 
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and operative report; report of inter-­
views, investigation report, and case 
report to U.S. attorneys; letter to oppos-­
ing counsel; letter to client; contract 
and agreement; manual and training 
program for company; progress report 
and observationofbehavior report; writ-­
ing for local political candidates; mono-­
logue for own stand--up comic act; and 
book. 
Eighty--two percent said it was im-­
portant for them to write at work; 13 
percent, somewhat important; and 2 
percent, not very important. 
When commenting on writing un-­
related to work, alumni claimed to write 
personal letters to family most fre-­
quently. In fact, sixteen said that they 
wrote this type almost daily. They re-­
ported writing informal reports the next 
most frequently. 
Sixty--two percent ask others to cri-­
tique their writing at work often or 
almost always, and more than one--third 
(3 7 percent) said that they have been 
approached to critique work for some-­
one else. 
More thanhalf ( 68 percent) claimed 
they usually received favorable responses 
to their work, and only 20 percent said 
they sometimes received unfavorable 
responses. 
Fifty--six percent see themselves as 
more skillful than their peers, and less 
than 5 percent as less skilled. 
When recommending the aspects 
of writing to be emphasized in college 
teaching, respondents ranked them as 
follows from most to least: organization, 
content, word choice, punctuation, de-­
velopment of ideas, spelling, originality 
of thought, and style. 
In addition to this list, alumni rec-­
ommended that faculty emphasize the 
joys ofwriting; positives, not negatives; 
clarity, precision, documentation; audi-­
ence awareness and accommodation; 
getting complex problems and issues 
across to the reader in one page rather 
than via lengthy papers; straightforward-­
ness of expression; syntax and outlin-­
ing; originality; analysis and synthesis of 
writing; use of technology--word pro-­
cessing, spell checks, etc. 
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Alumni recommended strongly that 
writing be required in all courses; Gen-­
eral Studies, required composition, ma-­
jor, and elective. 
One recommended a good business 
writing course, another emphasized that 
"business correspondence follows pretty 
strict formats," and another commented: 
"In business, the people who don't write 
well stick out like a sore thumb." 
Application to Classroom Teaching 
One ofour many attempts to apply 
the input of the alumni to the actual 
teaching situation was to sponsorAnne, 
George, and Martin in one of our an-­
nual fall Writing Across the Curricu-­
lum workshops. 
Another attempt was to publish 
the results of this survey in our in--house 
Writing Across the Curriculum news-­
letter Stonehill Writes. In this report, we 
made the following recommendations 
to faculty: 
1. To place the emphasis onwriting 
in majors and electives which 
the responding alumni recom-­
mended, we recommended that 
the faculty in all disciplines con-­
tinue to give writing assignments 
in their courses; 
2. To give students the opportunity 
to expand their repertoire offor-­
mats appropriate for the careers 
open to graduates of the major, 
we recommended that writing 
assignments inmajor courses ask 
for these formats; 
3. To ensure that writing be re-­
quired for all students, we rec-­
ommended that all students 
continue to be required to take 
College Composition or Inter-­
mediate Writing and that all 
faculty continue to give writing 
assignments in all their classes; 
4. To emphasize logic, organization 
and contentover mechanics, we 
recommended scheduling sev-­
eral drafts of major papers; early 
ones for developing the progres-­
sion of argument and later ones 
for editing and polishing the me-­
chanics; 
5. To prepare students to give and 
receive constructive feedback 
from colleagues, we recom-­
mended providing opportunities 
for students to respond to their
' . . peers wnt1ng; 
6. To give students opportunity to 
develop sensitivity to the audi-­
ence to whom they will have to 
accommodate when writing af-­
ter college, we recommended 
that faculty specify or have stu-­
dents specify appropriate audi-­
ences for their writing 
assignments. 
*Mohammed Shibli, associate profes-­
sor of business administration at Stonehill 
designed the guidelines for choosing the 
sampling and conducting the statistical 
analysis. 
Virginia Polanski is associate profes..­
sor of writing and coordinator of Writing 




Commander William P. Driscoll 
...With a Message for All People 
by Karen D. O'Malley ------------
Commander William P. Driscoll '68, U.S.N.R., one of the most highly decorated living Naval Aviators of 
the last fifty years, has a message for people 
of all ages. Whether his audience is a class, 
room ofNavy jetfighter pilots going through 
the TopGun Course at Naval Air Station 
Miramar in San Diego, California, an audi, 
torium filled with Stonehill students, Lou 
Holtz and the University of Notre Dame 
football team, or the youngsters he coaches 
on the little league baseball andsoccer teams 
in his community, his message is always the 
same , make a commitment to do your best, 
stay focused and persevere. It's as simple as 
that. 
What is not simple is developing the 
self,discipline that it takes to accomplish 
your objectives, to do the very best that you 
are capable ofdoing, no matter how difficult 
the task. Bill explained his philosophy to a 
group of Stonehill students at theJoseph W. 
Martin, Jr. Institute for Law and Society 
during a visit to the College in April. He 
mesmerized the students with his unclassi, 
fied version of the "Air Combat" presenta, 
tion that he delivers to every T opGun class. 
And Bill is qualified to speak on the 
subjects of winning and losing. He received 
his Navy Wings ofGold in1970. His twenty, 
year career flying Navy jet fighter planes, he 
found, was a continual exercise in the sur, 
vi val of the fittest. Mentally, physically, and 
psychologically, he had to always be at his 
best. During his Navy career, Bill acquired 
approximately 3,200 hours ofjetfighter flight 
time, flew 200 combat missions in Vietnam, 
and achieved distinction as a member of the 
Navy's only team of flying Aces (fighter 
pilots with a shootdown record during com, 
bat of five enemy planes). Bill has received 
the Navy Cross, two Silver Stars, The Purple 
Heart, 10 Air Medals, and a nomination for 
the Medal of Honor, as well as serving as a 
T opGun instructor. Only one out of every 
2,500 pilots make it to TopGun, and even 
fewer pilots who have flown fighter planes in 
combat become aces. Despite his many 
achievements, Bill remains a modest person. 
"I see myself as a normal, everyday, 
average guy. I don't see myself as anything 
special, just a guy who did his job and did 
what I was trained to do. We (1ny pilot, 
Congressman Randy Cunningham, and 
myself) were confident in our ability to do 
what had to be done and enjoyed the chal, 
Naval Aviator Bill Driscoll '68 is greeted by 
his son, Michael, following a jet dogfight 
training flight at T opGun. 
lenge of having to work through intense 
pressure to accomplish our objectives. We 
never thought about failure, although we 
faced many life,threatening adversities and 
problems. We knew how to get through 
them because we had been well,trained and 
we were confident in our ability to succeed. 
Make no mistake, I thank the good Lord for 
that, and I thank the Navy for providing me 
with the training I needed to be able to 
succeed. We were lucky in many areas, but 
we were also well,prepared. We knew what 
we were doing." 
Bill taught at TopGun for four years. 
Three years ago he was invited back by the 
prestigious flight school to be a permanent 
guest lecturer, and to give the "AirCombat" 
presentation. This presentation focuses on 
winning and losing as it relates to today's 
high speed, sophisticated jet dogfights. Bill 
emphasizes the importance of the proper 
preparation necessary to achieve success in 
this high stress air combat environment. 
Although Bill mainly speaks to TopGun 
classes, he feels that anyone who strives for 
excellence under very stressful conditions 
would benefit from this motivational lee, 
ture. (Lou Holtz, head football coach at the 
University of Notre Dame, asked Bill to 
speak to his players last year the night before 
their big game with USC). 
According to Bill, today's highly com, 
plex $40 million dollar jet fighter planes 
have more than 300 different cockpit switch 
positions, 9 computers and 80 displays. The 
planes can fly at speeds in excess of 1,200 
miles per hour, and can sustain "G" forces in 
excess of 7.5 times the earth's gravity. A 
typical catapult launch ofa34 tonfighter jet 
off the flightdeck of an aircraft carrier takes 
less than 2 seconds, with the aircraft acceler, 
ating to more than 160 miles per hourduring 
that time. (The force involved in this launch 
could shoot a brand new Lincoln Continen, 
tal automobile 8 miles out to sea). However, 
despite all this expensive equipment and 
sophisticated technology, air combat today 
is still reduced to pilot against pilot in a 
viciously violent high "G" dogfight to the 
death. 
Bill's "Air Combat" lecture is an in, 
tense three,hour presentation delivered to 
every T opGun class a few days before they 
graduate. An important objective of the 
presentation is to help the students under, 
stand the incredible range of psychological 
and emotional feelings that they will experi, 
ence while they are engaged in these dog, 
fights. 
As Bill says, "The real world dogfight is 
an intense struggle with your life or death 
hanging in the balance. It usually occurs 
over hostile territory at low altitudes within 
visual range oflarge numbers ofenemy fight, 
ers. There is only one rule: No matter what, 
don't lose. It is also most obvious who wins. 
The end comes with a fiery explosion for the 
loser. During these dogfights, the tension, 
anxiety, and pressure are almost unbearable. 
Of course, our opponents had to deal with 
the same problems. However, we honestly 
believed that we were better prepared to 
handle this pressure. And that was the big, 
gest key to our success: win the preparation 
battle, control your emotions, and victory in 
the ensuing dogfight was sure to follow. It 
was also very important to always fly your 
plane very aggressively with supreme confi, 
dence regardless of the situation. This in, 
valved capitalizing on any mistakes made by 
your opponent. Most dogfights are won not 
because we beat an opponent, but rather 
because an opponent made a fatal mistake 
and we capitalized on it. The opponent beat 
himself." 
During the lecture, Bill conveys to the 
pilots a sense of the levels of apprehension, 
tension, anxiety andfear that they will expe, 
rience during different phases of combat 
missions. But, he tells them, they must main, 
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tain a certain degree of mastery over their 
emotional response and psychological out, 
look, in order to survive. Pointedly, the 
ability to perform under this acute pressure is 
essential and failure to perform may cost 
them their lives. 
Bill explains his approach with the stu, 
dents at T opGun, "It's very important to me 
that these T opGunpilots understand inblunt 
language what they are getting into and 
some of what real air combat is going to be 
like. We therefore discuss mental, physical, 
emotional and psychological preparation as 
it relates to combat. I emphasize that if they 
adhere to basic combat tested techniques, 
then they will do just fine. What's important 
after preparations are completed: They must 
have the willingness to engage the enemy 
pilot in mortal combat. Without this will, 
ingness, they will never succeed in air com, 
bat regardless ofhow sophisticated theplanes 
are or how long they've prepared. I also 
emphasize that if they think they can win, 
they will, if they don't think they can win, 
they won't. They must realize that ifthey are 
serious about dealing with the emotional, 
psychological pressures of air combat, then 
it's critically important for them to start 
acting themselves into this new way ofthink, 
ing. Do you think you can become an ace? If 
you think you can: Great. Now, stop think, 
ing about becoming an ace and start acting 
like one. Our experience is that only one, 
tenth of one percent of all combat fighter 
pilots actually become aces. They are the 
ones who have that unique ability to per, 
form well under this excruciating pressure. 
Typically, these aviators are bona fide, un, 
adulterated overachievers. In the world of 
the fighter pilot, great flying talent is nice, 
but not a pre,requisite. Fighter pilots with 
even average ability can get to the top of the 
profession if they're willing to work very 
hard and remain totally committed to their 
goals." 
Bill explains that there is a uniquely 
special camaraderie and friendship that ex, 
ists among the pilots when they are training 
and flying together. The camaraderie still 
exists today at gatherings and reunions of 
pilots and TopGun instructors. "You can't 
fly with a guy in the same plane or as his 
wingman in this environment and not have 
a uniquely special bond. As a former T opGun 
instructor, I still stay in touch with about 75 
percent ofthe aviators who were on the staff 
when I was there." 
"I found the character of men who are 
attracted to Naval fighter aviation and 
TopGun to be remarkably high. They are 
intensely motivated and disciplined, very 
clear on where theywant to go andhow they 
want to get there. They are excellent under 
pressure. A via tors who qualify for the 
TopGuncourse do not just pay lip service to 
being self ,disciplined. They are sel£,disci, 
plined. They do the hard, difficult grunt 
work that it takes to become good at some, 
thing. They spend the extra time studying 
and doing whatever else is necessary to be as 
prepared as they are capable. They are also 
very confident in their ability to handle any 
problems they might encounter." 
Bill's reverence for the type of high 
caliber individual it takes to become a good 
fighter pilot, as well as the elevated caliber of 
individual it takes to become an ace, is clear. 
"I would have to say that becoming an ace is 
like taking the last step to the top ofa unique 
pyramid. It's the pilot who not only says he 
is going to do it, but who actually does it all 
under the most trying of conditions. The 
aces all seem to have that unique mental 
toughness which says: 'Although my world is 
upside down, I'm exhausted and the tension 
and anxiety are at an unbearable level-still 
I can do it. I accept this challenge. I'm an 
impact pilot and I love this added pressure to 
perform."' 
"Although I am very proud of our five 
victories, what I remember most graphically 
about combat is our own shootdown by a 
surface,to,air missile (SAM). Shortly after 
we were hit, we started losing control of our 
plane. The fire along the fuselage moved 
into the cockpit. Itwas real hot and smokey. 
I had a hard time reading the gauges and 
actually had to squeeze over to the right side 
of my ejection seat because of the fire. We 
were still about 30 miles inside enemy terri, 
tory. We were also worried about several 
enemy fighters who were within visual range 
ofus and were about to roll,in and finish us. 
Despite the cockpit fire, we knew if we 
ejected then, we would be captured and face 
a slow, painful death at the hands of enemy 
torturers.We therefore stayed with the plane 
and tried to keep it pointed toward the 
ocean. Although the plane was rolling with 
more uncontrolled intensity through each 
vertical loop, we worked real hard not to 
stall it or lose it in an out,0£,control high 
speed dive. During this time we had uncon, 
trollable "body shakes," had to continually 
suppress the urge to vomit and mess our 
pants and not completely breakdown. How, 
ever, we knew we had to somehow reach 
deep down inside ourselves, not lose our 
composure and stay focused or we would be 
surely finished. We therefore utilized all our 
remaining strength and concentration to 
continue flying our plane as best we could. 
At the coastline, the plane went into an 
unrecoverable inverted spin. We then 
ejected. As I was getting adjusted to being in 
a parachute and what we had just gone 
through, I looked over and saw our plane 
burning badly and slowly fluttering through 
the sky like a falling leaf. It then exploded. 
About seven minutes later we landed in the 
ocean about two miles from the enemy coast, 
line. Although hostile P.T. boats came to 
get us, we were rescued by Navy helicopters 
about 20 minutes later. On that day, the 
good Lord was certainly with us and we were 
very lucky." 
Equally clear though, is that while Bill 
is proud of his achievements, he requests 
that they be looked at in the right perspec, 
tive. 
As he puts it, "I tried to let the students 
at Stonehill know that I am not some swash, 
buckling, arrogant fighter pilot type, who 
enjoys bragging about what I have done. I 
am just a normal, everyday kind of guy. I 
went to Stonehill, am pretty conservative, 
married to the same super lady for thirteen 
years, have a couple of great kids, and am a 
practicing Catholic. I am just doing the best 
I can with my family and my life. It was 
important to me that I came across to the 
students at Stonehill as someone who at one 
time was one of them. I wanted to convey 
that while academics are certainly impor, 
tant, you don't have to be at the top aca, 
demically to be successful. It's helpful and a 
way of measuring things when you are an 
undergraduate. However, once you gradu, 
ate, the onus on you to perform starts all over 
again. Your confidence within yourself, 
motivation, self ,discipline, and commitment 
to your goals, with the help ofthe good Lord, 
should steer you to success." 
Bill also credits his happy family life 
growing up in Framingham, Massachusetts, 
as the root of his ability and successes. He 
visits his parents, two brothers and sister in 
Massachusetts several times a year. He be, 
lieves that the basic values he learned from 
his parents as a child and young man gave 
him the foundation he needed to be able to 
achieve success. Bill and his own family, 
wife, Barbara, and children, Michael, 6, and 
Megan, 4, live·in Solana Beach, California. 
Success has followed Bill in his eleven, 
year career as Commercial Office Leasing 
Specialist for a company in Carlsbad, Cali, 
fomia called CB Commercial, a full,service 
commercial real estate brokerage company 
with offices throughout the country. Bill, 
who primarily covers the San Diego area, 
has been the number one office leasing spe, 
cialist in his office for the past nine years, 
and the number one salesman for four of the 
past seven years. Any success Bill has had as 
a businessman he feels is directly attributed 
to the habit patterns, sel£,discipline and 
outlook on life that he learned as a Naval 
Aviator. 
Bill has fond memories ofhis Stonehill 
days. He says that those memories also served 
him well during some very stressful times in 
his life . "I loved Stonehill as an undergradu, 
continued on page 3 2 
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Facu ty otes 
David A. Almeida 
assistant professor of education 
Albert Cullum 
instructor in the education department, conducted 
a Classroom Teacher Workshop at the Massachu, 
setts Reading Association's 23rd Annual Confer, 
ence inSturbridge, based on their play, "Columbus: 
The Vision and the Voyage." 
Stephen R. Banker 
assistant professor ofcommunication, will publish 
an article entitled, "The Ethics of Political Mar, 
keting Practices, The Rhetorical Perspective," in 
theJoumal of Business Ethics . 
William A. Burke 
chairperson and associate professor of business 
administration 
Theodore F. Jula 
assistant professor of business administration at, 
tended a two,day workshop at Bentley College in 
February on internationalizing higher education 
through business school and liberal arts collabora, 
tion. The program was conducted for New En, 
gland colleges and universities in consultation 
with the Association of American Colleges and 
the American Assembly ofCollegiate Schools of 
Business. 
Richard M. Capobianco 
assistant professor of philosophy, h as been pro, 
mated to the rank of associate professor, and has 
been declared tenurable. 
Toni.-Lee Capossela 
assistant professor of writing, coordinator of the 
Writing Center, and member of the Writing Pro, 
gram faculty, attended theConference on College 
Composition and Communication in C incinnati 
in March, where she delivered a paper, "Writing 
and Critical Thinking: Points of Convergence, 
Points of Divergence." She also served as a reader 
for the Educational Testing Service, reading Na, 
tional Teacher Exams in October and March, 
English Composition Tests in December, and AP 
English essays in]une. InApril, professor Capossela 
accompanied five Writing Center tutors to the 
New England Writing Center Association con, 
ference at Brisco! Community College. 
Anthony J. Celano 
associate professor of philosophy, recently pub, 
lished two articles.Theyare, "Play and TheTheory 
of Basic Human Goods, 11 in American Philosophical 
Quarterly, and, "Response to Renehan'sAristotle's 
Doctrine of the Proper End of Man," in Proceed, 
ings of the Boston Area Colloquium in Ancient Phi, 
losophy. 
Michael D. Coogan 
professorofreligious studies, published a review of 
Baruch Halpern, The First Historians: The Hebrew 
Bible and History, in Bible Review. 
Charles H. Curran 
chairperson and associate professor ofthe depart, 
mentofcommunication and theatre arts, recently 
presented two papers. Theyare, "TheGaelop hones 
of Portland and Nova Scotia," at the Eastern 
Communication Association Convention inPort, 
land, ME in April and "Metaphor and Myth, 
Alive, Alive Oh," at the American Conference 
for Irish Studies, Galway, Ireland inJuly. Professor 
Curran received grants from the British Council 
and Stonehill College to research patriotic bal, 
lads in the Loyalist/Unionist tradition in North 
Ireland this summer. 
Claudette Demers.-Gendreau 
clinical psychologist, assistant professor, and co, 
ordinator ofthe alcohol education program, gave 
several presentations this year. She gave a lecture 
at Goddard Memorial Hospital, "In Recognition, 
Caring for The Caregivers," and was the presenter 
of two workshops, "Self, Esteem Development at 
The Different Developmental Stages," and "Self, 
Esteem and Relationships," at the American As, 
sociation ofUniversity WomenMid,WinterState 
Conference. Professor Demers,Gendreau pre, 
sented, "Woman of the 90s. All Dressed Up and 
Too Many Places to Go," at Mount Auburn Hos, 
pitalNational Nurses Week and at the Massachu, 
setts Counsel ofNurse Managers. She took part in 
National Nurses Week at Sturdy Memorial Hos, 
pital with "Caring for the Caretakers," and pre, 
sented "Tools in Dealing with Victims ofTrauma 
inRecovery," at the Northeastern Conference on 
Alcoholismand Drug Dependence. Additionally, 
she participated in McLean Hospital's Lecture 
Series, "Trauma and Sexual Abuse," and Early 
Childhood Abuse and the Effects on Recovery 
From Chemical Addictions." Professor Demers, 
Gendreau is a member of the Stonehill College 
Presidential Commission on Campus Culture. 
Grace E. Donovan, S.U.S.C.,(Sr.) 
campus minister and associate professor ofhistory 
and writing, attended a two,day session for the 
Boston lntercommunity Formation Program in 
March on "History of Religious Life irom Six, 
teenth Century to Post, Vatican II." She pre, 
sented a paper entitled, "Annabelle Melville: 
Retired?," at the Dr. Annabelle M. Melville Sym, 
posium sponsored by the Archives Department, 
Archdiocese of Boston, and Bridgewater State 
College in April. 
Barbara L. Estrin 
professorofEnglish, has hada chapter ofher book, 
The Raven and the Lark, reprinted as "A World 
Within: Found Enclosure and Final Exposure in 
KingLear" in Major Literary Characters: King Le~r• 
The book is a compilation of criticism on Kmg 
Lear from Shakespeare's day to the present and 
includes commentaries by Samuel Johnson, 
Charles Dickens, and Sigmund Freud as well as 
representative contemporary critics. 
Richard B. Finnegan 
professor of political science and director of the 
Irish Studies and International Studies programs, 
delivered a paper in July at the American Confer, 
ence for Irish Studies/Canadian Association for 
Irish Studies Joint Conference at the University 
College, Galway, Ireland entitled, "United States 
Policy Toward Ireland: Pressure Group Politics 
and 'Tip' O'Neill." 
Kevin J. Garganta 
health care administration visiting lecturer, was 
recently invited to present a day, long workshop in 
Calgary, Canada for the Alberta Continuing Ed~, 
cation Association's annual convention. The topic 
was, "Sell is Not a Four,Letter Word," and dealt 
with marketing techniques for college and univer, 
sity continuing education divisions, public com, 
munity education programs, and other non,profit 
organizations. 
Andre L. Goddu 
assistant professor ofhistory ofscience, published 
an article entitled, "Natural Classification: Pierre 
Duhem's Continuity Thesis and theResolution of 
Positivism," in Historia Philosophiae Medii Aevi. 
Nancy E. Hammerle 
Assistant Professor of Economics, presented an 
economic analysis of alcohol abuse as part of the 
faculty lecture program at Stonehill. The talk 
emphasized the social cost ofexcess alcohol con, 
sumption and advocated specific public policies 
to reduce problem drinking. The material came 
from Professor Hammerle's forthcoming book, 
Private Choices, Social Costs and Public Policy: An .. 
Economic Analysis of Public Health Issues. 
John D. Hurley 
professor of psychology, was involved in three 
workshops: Diagnosis and Treatment ofDSM, IV 
Generalized Anxiety Disorders; An Integrative 
Model for Difficult & Chronic Cases: Cognitive 
Behavior Therapy; and Eye Movement Desensiti, 
zation & Reprocessing at the 25th Convention of 
the Association for the Advancement of Behav, 
iorTherapy inNew York City. In April, Professor 
Hurley attended a workshop offered by Cortext 
Researchand Development and Harvard Medical 
School on Neural Substrates of Memory. In May, 
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heco-publishedanarticle in "TheBehavior Thera­
pist; EMDR Workshop: Disturbing Issues?" Pro­
fessor Hurley and Joseph Ricciardi, II, former 
instructor in psychology at Stonehill, published a 
chapter in, Obsessive Compulsive Disorders: Theory 
and Management, entitled, "Animal Models of 
Obsessive Compulsive Behavior." Currently Pro­
fessor Hurley is doing research in the area of 
thought suppression of emotionally charged 
stimuli. His research is an analogue study of one 
that is being investigated with patients with Ob­
sessive-Compulsive Disorders at MGH. Essen­
tially it is examining the paradoxical rebound that 
occurs when a person attempts to dismiss or sup­
press unwanted and/or uncontrollable negative 
thoughts. 
James J. Kenneally 
professor of history, and director ofthe Joseph W. 
Martin, Jr. Institute for Law and Society, had his 
book, The History of American Catholic Women, 
selected as one ofthe outstanding academic books 
of 1991 in Choice, the journal of current reviews 
for college libraries. 
Daniel Lamoureux 
college organist and assistant professor offine arts, 
highlighted the completion ofthe renovations to 
the Moore Organ, a pipe organ located in St. 
Mary's Chapel, in a recital tha was part of 
Stonehill's Nakamichi concert series. Professor 
Lamoureux oversaw the final stages ofthe renova­
tion process. Professor Lamoureux also played in 
recitalsat twoofBoston's most celebrated churches, 
TrinityChurch in Copley Square and the Church 
of the Advent on Beacon Hill. 
Rev. John R. Lanci, C.S.C. 
instructor of foreign languages, delivered a paper 
in April entitled, "Freed Persons in First-Century 
Corinth," at the New England Regional Meeting 
ofthe Society of Biblical Literature held at North­
eastern University in April. In the fall semester, 
Father Lanci will teach part-time in the religious 
studies department andserve part-time in campus 
ministry. 
Geoffrey P. Lantos 
associate professor ofbusiness administration, had 
four case studies published in the Arthur Ander­
sonBusiness Ethics Program mini-case collection. 
Theyare, "Incredible Shrinking Potato Chip Pack­
age," "The Speedy Sale," "The Nonuser Celebrity 
Endorser," and "The CompetitiveandCombutive 
Toilet T issue Campaign." T hese short cases and 
answer keys are being distributed nationwide to 
interested professors for classroom discussion of 
ethical issues in business. Professor Lantos was 
appointed to the editorial board of, "Journal of 
Ministry Marketing and Management, a new publi­
cation focusing on the application of marketing 
and management concepts to a church/ministry 
setting. He also served as a discussant for a session 
on, "Issues in T eaching," at the 1992 Northeast 
Institute Conference held in Boston in April. 
James B. Millikan 
associate professor and chairperson ofthe depart­
mentofpolitical science anddirectorofthe public 
administration program, was elected to the school 
committee in the town of Mansfield. He also 
provided election analysis for local radio, televi­
sion and newspapers. Professor Millikan was on 
sabbatical for the spring semester, conducting 
research on the impactofthe mass media, particu­
larly television, on presidential campaigns and 
the presidency. 
Susan M. Mooney 
assistant professor of history and philosophy of 
science, presented a paper, "Whydo the Birds and 
the Peas and the Protozoa do it: 19th Century 
Views on the Evolutionary Significance of Sex," 
at the HistoryofScience Society AnnualMeeting 
last October in Madison, WI. Professor Mooney 
received a doctorate from Boston University in 
January. 
Wendy Chapman Peek 
assistant professor of English, read the following 
papers: "Trips andTropes: A Reading ofMedieval 
Pilgrimage Accounts," at the Interdisciplinary 
Symposium in Medieval Renaissance and Ba­
roque Studies, in February at the University of 
Miami; and "Footsteps in Black Ink: Pilgrimage 
and Textuality," at the Northeast Division of the 
Modern Language Association held in April at 
Buffalo, NY. 
Raymond A. Pepin 
professor of economics 
Robert A. Rosenthal 
chairperson and professor in the department of 
economics, presented a paper entitled, "Don't 
Discount Small Numbers: An Econometric Case 
Study of Wage Discrimination," at the meetings 
oftheEastern Economic Association in New York 
City in March. 
Rose J. Perkins 
assistant professor of psychology, presented a pa­
per, "Self-Regulation in Counseling and Class­
room Situations," at a meeting of the Eastern 
Education Research Association in March at 
Hilton Head, SC. 
Virginia G. Polanski 
associate professor of writing, and coordinator of 
"Writing Across the Curriculum," has had the 
first issue of Crosscurrents, a Writing Across the 
Curriculum newsletter published at Salem State 
College, dedicated to her. 
Jody L. Price 
instructor in the department of English, had her 
dissertation, "'A Mapwith Utopia:' Oscar Wilde's 
Vision for Social Change," accepted for publica­
tion by Peter Lang Publishers. 
Robert A. Rosenthal 
professor and chairperson of the department of 
economicsanddirector ofthe Centerfor Regional 
and Policy Analysis, presented a paper along with 
Raymond A. Pepin at the Eastern Economics 
Association annual meetings held in New York 
City in March entitled, "Don't Discount Small 
Numbers: An Econometric Case Study of Wage 
Discrimination." Professor Rosenthal, in his ca­
pacity as Director of the Center for Regional and 
Public Analysis, along with a team consisting of 
Professors RobertH. Carver, associate professor of 
business administration and associate director of 
the Joseph W. Martin, Jr. Institute for Law and 
Society, George J. Hagerty, director ofcorporate, 
foundation, and government relations and associ­
ate professor of political science, and Craig S. 
Higgins, chairperson and associate professor of 
health care administration, have been awarded a 
two-year contract to serve as consultants to the 
Regional Employment Board (REB) in Brockton. 
The contract involves the preparation, writing 
and distribution ofRequest for Proposals to solicit 
proposals for employment and training programs, 
as well as the evaluation ofthose proposals for the 
purpose of making funding recommendations to 
the REB. Next summer, Professor Rosenthal will 
teach the first course (Macroeconomic Theory) 
in a Master of Science Management program 
being offered by Boston University in conjunc­
tion with and on location at Bermuda College. 
Debra M. Salvucci 
assistant professor of business administration 
Theodore F. Jula 
assistant professor of business administration, at­
tended the seminar, "Integrating Spreadsheets 
into the Curriculum," presented by Course Tech­
nology, Inc. and Lotus Development Corporation 
in February. The agenda included discussions of 
new developments in computer accounting soft­
ware and presentations by accounting faculty from 
other institutions on teaching techniques for the 
use ofcomputers in the accounting curriculum. 
Gregory J. Shaw 
assistant professor of religious studies, published 
an article entitled, "Embodying The Stars: 
Iamblichus and The Transformation of Platonic 
Paideia," in Alexandria, The Journal of Western 
Cosmological Traditions. 
Shai Simonson 
assistant professor of mathematics, published an 
article, "Single Tree Grammars," in Theoretical 
Studies in Computer Science. He also organized and 
is faculty advisor of the Student Chapter of the 
Association of Computing Machines. Some of 
their activities included guest speakers, a pro­
gramming contest, and a computer game pro­
gramming competition. Professor Simonson, along 
with Raymond A. Pepin, professor ofeconomics, 
organized and wrote a grant for the funding of a 
computer network connection for Stonehill. The 
Internet connectionwill allow faculty to commu­
nicate and transfer information electronically to 
anywhere in the world from their offices. 
Rita E. Smith 
director of the Stonehill Education Project and 
associate professor of education, presented a pa­
per, ''Building Bridges Between Cultures Through 
Teachers on Tour," at the 36th World Assembly 
Meeting of the International Council on the 
EducationofTeachers inLagos, Nigeria. She gave 
the keynote speech on "Multi-cultural Educa, 
tion" at the annual meeting of the Washington 
StateLibrary/Media Association inTacoma, WA. 
Professor Smith presented a day-long workshop 
entitled, "Designing Multi-cultural Curriculum" 
for the National Association of School Superin­
tendents' inMontreal, Canada, and conducted an 
(continued on page 24) 
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Christopher Columbus 
Using Classroom Drama to Reach ALL Children 
---------by Albert Cullum and David A. Almeida---------
Faculty members Albert 
Cullum and David A . Almeida, of 
Stonehill's Education Department, 
have co,authored five classroom ver, 
sions of Columbus: The Vision and 
the Voyage. In the fallowing article, 
they discuss the value and use of 
classroom drama as a teaching tool 
for elen1entary school children . 
U ndoubtedly, the 500th anniversary of the Co, lumbus adventure 
should be tasted by ALL children 
in ALL schools. Most teachers 
will take the opportunity pre, 
sented by the fanfare surrounding 
October 12, 1992 to address with 
their students, in some detail, the 
life and adventures ofthe explorer, Christo, 
pherColumbus. Some teachers will approach 
this task through the use of standard social 
studies textbooks. Others, perhaps, will use 
magazines or historical novels. And still 
others will utilize a classroom drama about 
Columbus and his voyage to make the unit 
breathe, quiver, and come alive for all stu, 
dents. 
Year after year, surveys strongly show 
social studies being voted the least favorite 
subject of elementary school children. But 
often , when taught via classroomdrama, the 
subject dramatized erupts into life and be, 
comes an exciting adventure and an impor, 
tant springboard for discussion. 
«J never thought the kids would take to 
it so quickly," said Paula Moriarty, a local 
special education teacher. "Getting them up 
and out of their seats has been the best part 
of doing this play." 
Comments like this are coming to us on 
a daily basis, from teachers currently using a 
classroom drama we have written, entitled, 
Columbus: T he Vision and the Voyage. The 
drama presents the 1ife and longings of Chris, 
topher Columbus ... from his days as a young 
boy in Genoa, to his journeys for aid to 
Portugal andSpain, to his epic trip across the 
dark sea, to his eventual sighting of "tierra, 
tierra,, on October 12, 1492. 
Because we so firmly believe in involv, 
ing ALL children in this h istoric event, the 
dram.a has been written in five different 
ver ions, suitable for children in virtually all 
age and ability levels. While the overall 
content remains the same throughout the 
Columbus in action! Grade schoolers act out the roles in 
Columbus: The Vision and the Voyage. 
different versions, one is appropriately writ, 
ten for children in grades one and two, 
another is written for children in grades 
three and four, and a third is written for 
children in grades five through eight. In 
addition, special versions, with simpler, less 
abstract vocabulary and concepts, are avail, 
able for students with learning disabilities or 
developmental handicaps. 
How did the play evolve? 
The original version of the play was 
written for children who were in grades five 
through eight. Several workshops on the 
play were presented last fall at Stonehill. 
The workshops were attended by over 31 
teachers who are interested in the conceptof 
classroom drama. The State Council, as well 
as local chapters of the Knights of Colum... 
bus, sponsored 30 of these teachers. After 
receiving a special request from a teacher of 
the learning disabled (LO) in California for 
a version of the play that her fifth grade LO 
students could read, we collaborated on a 
version which is more easily consumed, with 
less complicated vocabulary, less abstrac, 
tions, and a lower reading level. The result, 
ing drama turned out to be perfect for any 
student reading at about a third grade level 
who was interested in participating in the 
Columbus odyssey. 
Requests for ~opies of both the original 
and LO versions of the play began to pour in 
and so, surprisingly, did requests for yet an, 
other version of the drama. A teacher in 
Rockport, Massachusetts had seen a copy of 
the play that had been purchased by a col ... 
league and she wrote asking if we 
had a version suitable for her sec, 
ond grade students! No sooner 
did we receive her letter than we 
set to work to create yet another 
version ofthe play suitable for use 
in the early grades. That version, 
too, proved to be popular among 
teachers and students alike. 
Finally, about three months 
after we began to market the lat.­
est version of the play, we re, 
ceived a telephone call from a 
teacher at a private school for 
developmentally disabled chil, 
dren. She spoke highly of the 
drama and told us that she was 
currently using our early grades 
version with her students, who 
were twelve to fourteen years old and who 
had mild mental retardation. It was at that 
point that we realized that our classroom 
drama had come full circle, and that it was 
truly being used to bring the 500th anniver, 
sary of Columbus' voyage to ALL children. 
What is "Classroom Drama"? 
According to Hoyt ( 1992), classroom 
drama, otherwise known as «Reader's The, 
atre" (Slayer, 1986), is a way to interpret a 
story using reading rate, intonation, and 
emphasis on the meaning-bearing cadences 
of language to make the print come alive. It 
involves little or no scenery, few props, (if 
any), and no lighting, make,up or formal 
stage. Often, a narrator fills in the setting 
and action beyond the dialogue, which is 
read from a script rather than memorized 
(Larson, 1976). 
Classroom drama is a perfect menu for 
learning because it embraces the two things 
elementary school children are interested 
in: DOING and DOING NOW. So often 
educators spend hours, months and years 
preparing young people for the future, while 
leaving young souls with very dull eyes. Our 
classroom drama, Columbus: The Vision and 
the Voyage, creates a NOW that personalizes 
history and introduces historical figures with 
dreams, hopes, vitality and the ability to 
overcome obstacles. It gives an historic pe, 
riod of time a pulse beat, a heart beat and a 
NOW with which children can personally 
identify. With classroom drama, social stud ... 
ies and emotions combine to create a real 
learning center. 
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"Tierra, tierra" .. student actors recreate a scene from Columbus: The Vision and the Voyage. 
So many educators and non,educators 
associate a classroom drama with theater, a 
form of entertainment. Not so! Theatre for 
entertainment is Broadway or your local 
theatre group. Classroom drama is a process 
that school children experience. The chil, 
dren are not performing for anyone, except 
maybe for themselves. They are accepting a 
responsibility and expressing honest emo, 
tions. They are beginning to create a sup, 
portive family, and they are beginning to 
create input! With classroom drama, diction 
and speech improve, and flexibility ensues. 
Children throughout the world are ba, 
sically the same. Whether they are rural or 
urban, bright or slow, private or public, they 
all need to experience an inner applause for 
themselves. Yes, with classroom drama they'll 
experience that external applause, but true 
growth occurs when one experiences ap, 
plause from within. And this certainly can 
be experienced via the pathways of class, 
room drama. 
Yes, at first there is hesitation, doubt, 
some non,participation, false emotions, and 
butterflies ( the tummy kind), but with the 
teacher holding steadfast, Columbus: The 
Vision and the Voyage, is launched in the 
right direction. And of course, none of this 
can happen without the classroom teacher's 
initiative. Outstanding teachers know that 
without butterflies you are perhaps already 
dead. It is the teacher who holds the key to 
open the windows, closed doors, and fire 
escapes to success. 
Whyuse Classroom Drama for T cach­
ing Social Studies? 
Because it works! It's been shown that 
students spend 7 5 percent of their class time 
Professor Al Cullum 
directs student actors from the 
Mashpee Middle School. 
and 90 percent of their homework time 
using textbooks and related materials for 
content area instruction (EPIE Institute, 
197 4). In many educational settings, con, 
tent area subjects are taught as distinct prod, 
ucts ofinformation, often with no references 
to the connections that exist between them. 
Often, what is being read about in social 
studies is unrelated to what is being dis, 
cussed in science, and neither relate to what 
children are confronting in their reading 
books. 
Increasingly, teachers are looking for 
connections between subjects and for ways 
to link the teachingofreading with the study 
of social studies and science through what 
has been termed a "whole language" phi, 
losophy (Goodman, 1986; Cambourne, 
1988). Teachers ar~ searching for ways to 
move away from a strict adherence to a social 
studies textbook in their efforts to teach that 
subject to elementary children, and addi, 
tionally to combine social studies instruc, 
tion with reading, writing, and classroom 
social interactions. The use of classroom 
drama is one very effective way ofdoing just 
that. 
Through classroom drama, children be, 
gin to sense the structure of the play and 
historical events become part of a more 
easily understood whole. A sense of accom, 
plishment begins to form. The touch of 
chaos and confusion evident at the begin, 
ning vanishes and the puzzle falls into place. 
Confidence ensues. A sense of a supportive 
family appears. An aura of a feathered cap 
and a wooden sword emerges. The make, 
believe of childhood is now believable and 
healthy. Theclass has become part ofhistory 
and is ready to sail the ocean blue. 
Is Classroom Drama Effective? 
It has been noted that concepts are best 
learned through acting upon and interact, 
ing with the environment through direct, 
purposeful experiences (Dale, 1969). Using 
historical drama in the classroom allows the 
child to learn to identify with an historical 
character and experience all that the char, 
acter experienced (Vacca, Vacca, & Gove, 
1989). Childrenare able to assume the char, 
acter traits and language structures that the 
character possessed, and share what the char... 
acter would have said, how he/she would 
have sounded, how they would have moved, 
and, most importantly, how they would have 
felt at that particular instant and situation in 
history. Teacher,prompted discussions help 
to clarify these factors, and to expand the 
child's vocabulary and background knowl, 
edge (Manna, 1984). 
Since classroom drama requires chil, 
dren to reconstruct the story in their minds, 
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someti~es repeatedly as the play is read, 
comprehension is generally increased. As 
we stated previously, so much ofsocial stud, 
ies is viewed by children as disparate pieces 
of information that must be memorized­
pieces that seemingly bear little relationship 
to each other. Plays like Columbus: The 
Vision and the Voyage provide for an internal, 
izing of the story, the events, and the people 
through an interaction with them... and chil, 
dren remember that which they have acted 
out and internalized far longer than that 
which they have simply read (Booth, 1975). 
Numerous writers have underscored the point 
that acting out content material provides for 
a greater and longer lasting understanding of 
the material than that possible from just 
reading it (Minncinatti & Phelps, 1980; 
Yawkey, 1980; Pelegrini & Galda, 1982), 
and one researcher (Johnson, 1987) has gone 
so far as to state that dramatic role playing is 
the final word in comprehension. Indeed, 
for those children who have special diffi, 
culty with content material, ( those with 
little background knowledge or those with 
learning disabilities), classroom drama might 
prove to be a very effective method of im, 
proving learning-perhaps the only one that 
makes sense to them. Once the students grab 
hold of the play it no longer is the Almeida/ 
Cullum play, it no longer is the classroom 
teacher's play-it becomes THEIR play! 
C lassroom drama is such a simple pro, 
cess that it's surprising that it's not used by 
teachers more often. If the teachers allow 
the process, reading scores jump and skip 
upward while interest and excitement about 
learning goes along for the ride. 
What about Socialization and the 
Development of Self Esteem? 
While one objective (a major one) of 
using historical drama like Columbus: The 
Vision and the Voyage is increased content 
knowledge, certainly other objectives like 
better reading achievement, opportunities 
for socialization and self,expression, and an 
increase in self,esteem are just as important. 
One recent study, (Gourgey, Bosseau, & 
Delgado, 1984 ), found that using drama in 
the classroom resulted in improved reading 
skills, better self,expression, more trust 
arnong students, and a more positive atti, 
tude towards self and school. Other research, 
ers (Davis, 1987; McCleod, 1984) have 
cl iscussed the psychologically therapeutic ef, 
feet drama has on children, noting that it 
a llows them to deal creatively with new 
situations and to explore difficult feelings 
and relationships in appropriate ways. 
Much learning of facts will take place 
through classroom drama, but it almost seems 
minor to what really develops. Schools be, 
come places ofsuccess! What really happens 
is that each participating child grows in self, 
esteem. And what could be more basic? 
Nothing. Each participating child develops 
in social growth. And what could be more 
basic? Nothing. 
Ms. Maryann Miller Newman, 
Stonehill alumna, Class of 1975, and now a 
fifth grade social studies teacher inMashpee, 
Massachusetts states thather five social stud, 
ies classes became alive when Columbus: 
The Vision and the Voyage became an impor, 
tant partofit. Shenotes that the play opened 
them up emotionally and "thestudents even, 
tually discovered what it was about school 
that previous grades had closed down for 
them." 
In Conclusion 
Social studies and emotions go hand in 
hand. Social studies is about people, and 
people of all centuries have a gut- and the 
gut is always filled with emotions. When 
emotions are expelled, facts have room to 
enter.. . and that's called content. Classroom 
drama helps to alleviate the world of just 
those dull facts. Teachers and students can, 
not remain passive. With children staring at 
the limited window oftelevision, their faces 
have become blurred and deformed ... and 
frighteningly dormant. When children are 
actively participating, however, their faces 
light up with emotion and become flushed 
with the fervor of involvement. And teach, 
ers, too, must become involved. It's not fair 
to ask children to give, give, and give if the 
teacher doesn't. 
There are Columbuses in every class, 
room, ready to sail. There are Queen Isabellas 
in every classroom, ready to give Columbus 
her jewels for the voyage. There are sailors 
galore ready to hoist anchor-and there are 
often some children who just aren't ready to 
participate. For this reason, it is essential 
that classroom drama be left on a voluntary 
basis. One cannot force another to honestly 
create. 
Yet we have discovered, year after year, 
that slowly but surely, ALL children wish to 
become part of the "party." The very shy, 
sensitive child accepts a one,liner. The child 
who can barely be heard begins to speak 
louder. The child who is just beginning to 
develop reading skills feels safe in the area of 
the chorus. And the child who started out as 
The First Councillor is now ready to fill the 
shoes of Columbus if needed. 
Classroom drama like Columbus: The 
Vision and the Voyage allows children to do 
what they do best-pretend! It stimulates 
their iinagination and allows them to play­
in a structured setting where they can ap, 
proach events from someone else's point of 
view, from another place, from another time. 
Firsthand evidence of classroom drama's 
effectiveness . . . a thank you note from a 
Mashpee student to Professor Cullum. 
Very few students are given the oppor, 
tunity to experience the process of a class, 
room play. It's difficult for an elementary 
school child to say to the classroom teacher, 
"Ms. Teacher, this afternoon let's do a class, 
room drama. I'll learn a lot and it'll be good 
for my social and emotional development." 
The teacher must be the bearer ·of classroom 
gifts, and one essential gift is to give each 
child a chance to be part of the process that 
is classroom drama. 
All the children need is a teacher to 
point the way for them, saying, "Sail on! Sail 
on! Sail on and on!" 
Albert Cullum is a part;time instructor in 
the Department of Education at S tonehill Col; 
lege. 
David A. Almeida is a full;time assistant 
professor in the Department of Education at 
Stonehill College. 
Editors Note: Brochures pertaining to the 
classroom drama, Columbus: The Vision and 
the Voyage, are available upon request from the 
authors, at S tonehill College. 
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Development 
Alumni Fund Hits $415,000 
The Alumni Fund surpassed its dollar 
goal of $400,000 by more than $15,000 for 
the financial year 1991,92. The Fund also 
realized a participation rate of 33% on the 
part of alumni. With the economic picture 
remaining gloomy, we are heartened by the 
generosity of Stonehill alumni whose loy, 
alty represents the backbone ofthe College's 
giving program. Much gratitude and many 
thanks are due to all donors, and, in particu, 
lar, to Mr. Jim O' Connor, '52, the Fund 
Chairman. 
In addition, a special note of apprecia-­
tion and acknowledgement is owed to our 
studentvolunteers-all l00ofthem-who 
worked the phonathons so professionally 
and skillfully. Their commitment and hard 
work helped significantly in making 1991--
92 a successful year for the Fund. 
Parents' Fund 
The Parents' Fund hit a new record this 
year - raising over $70,000 and securing 
the participation of close to 500 Stonehill 
parents. Credit for this successful perfor, 
mance rests with Cheryl and Joe D' Antonio 
who chaired the Fund. Their hard work, 
devotion and enthusiasm pushed the Fund 
to new highs. Congratulations to Cheryl and 
Joe ondoing a fantastic job and thanks to all 
the parents whose generosity is helping the 
College grow. 
Davis Foundation Renews Yaroslavl 
Support 
The Davis Educational Foundation of 
East Bridgewater, MA., whose grant of 
$200,000 in 1988 led to the establishment of 
the Stonehill,Yaroslavl Exchange Program, 
has awarded the College a grant of$122,000. 
TheFoundation was established by Stanton 
and Elisabeth Davis. Prior to his retirement, 
Mr. Davis was the chairman of Shaw's Su, 
permarkets, Inc. With this grant, Stonehill 
now has the resources to institutionalize the 
exchange program with Yaroslavl as a per, 
manent component of the College's aca-­
demic offerings. The Davis Educational 
Foundation's generosity has stimulated the 
development of Stonehill's curriculum in 
the areas of Russian language, politics and 
culture. In addition, it has brought Russian 
students and academics to the campus and 
given Stonehill students and faculty the 
option of participating in Russian academic 
life. 
Fulbright Scholar--in--Residence 
The Council for International Ex-­
change of Scholars has given a Fulbright 
Scholar--in,Residence award to Professor 
Valeriy V. Tomashov of Yaroslavl State 
University, who will come to Stonehill for 
academic year 199 3,94. Professor T omashov, 
a philosopher, will assist Stonehill in its 
long,term goal ofdeveloping a Russian stud, 
ies program by teaching two courses each 
semester inRussian culture, history and phi, 
losophy and by working with college cur, 
riculum planners in the design of a Russian 
studies minor. There are only two European 
recipients ofFulbright Scholar .. in--Residence 
awards this year and Professor T omashov is 
one of them. The College is proud towel-­
come himbackto Stonehill, where he taught 
a special course in Russian Art History in 
February 1991. 
Samantha Smith Grant 
TheUnitedStates Information Agency 
(USIA) has awarded the College a grant of 
$35,000 under its Samantha Smith Memo, 
rial Exchange Program which will help fund 
part of Stonehill's students exchange with 
Yaroslavl State University. The program, 
which promotes academic exchange between 
Russia and the United States, is named after 
SamanthaSmith, the young girl from Maine 
who died in a plane crash, but whose desire 
for peace between the U.S. and the (then) 
Soviet Union symbolized an improvement 
in relations between the two countries. 
Irish Events 
In March, the College hosted an 
evening with Hal Roach, Ireland's legend-­
ary funny man, at Christo's II in Brockton, 
which attracted 400 people. Also in March, 
famed Irish ballad singer, Tommy Makem, 
performed a special concert for friends and 
benefactors of the College in A lumni Hall. 
On the weekend of June 12 .. 14, 
Stonehill was the site for the second annual 
Irish Festival, sponsored by the Irish Cul, 
tural Centre of Boston. The event, which 
featured a stellar selection of Irish musical, 
artistic and cultural acts, attracted close to 
35,000 people over three days. 
In November, the Irish Cultural Cen, 
tre presented the College with a special 
edition of The Field Day Anthology of Irish 
Writing, which covers 1500 years of Irish 
literature. Over the past year, the Centre 
and the College have cooperated inhosting 
a series of cultural evenings. 
Horace Howard Gifts 
The Home for Aged Men in the City of 
Brockton, which has a strong record ofhelp, 
ing Stonehill in its educational outreach to 
senior citizens, is once again bestowing its 
benefaction upon the College. The Trustees 
of the Home for Aged Men in the City of 
Brockton have agreed to fund two separate 
senior citizen education programs - The 
Horace Howard Scholarship Program and 
The Horace Howard Series in the Humani-­
ties - in the amount of $25,000 each. 
The Horace Howard Series in the Hu, 
manities is a campus--based enrichment pro, 
gram for senior citizens which offers 
non--credit courses adapted from theCollege's 
liberal arts curriculum and which tap into 
older students' needs and interests. The 
Horace Howard Scholarship Program finan, 
cially assists senior citizens who are enrolled 
at the College and has played a central role 
in substantially increasing the number of 
senior citizens who study at Stonehill. 
Frueauff Foundation 
The Charles A. Frueauff Foundation, a 
Florida,based foundation with a long stand, 
ing commitment to higher education, has 
announced that it will present the College 
with a gift of $50,000 this year. The money 
will enhance the Frueauff Scholars Program 
at the College, which plays a vital role in 
assisting Stonehill students tocomplete their 
education. For more than a decade, the 
Frueauff Foundation has been helping 
Stonehill students. 
The Frueauff Foundation takes a very 
personal interest in the welfare and progress 
of the Frueauff Scholars at Stonehill. Each 
semester, Mr. James Fallon, '64, a Frueauff 
and a Stonehill Trustee, visits the campus to 
meet individually with the students. Over 
I 00 Stonehill students have benefitted from 
the Foundation's generosity. A portion of 
this year's gift will be directed to assisting 
minority students to enroll at Stonehill. 
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W.B. Mason Forum 
.B. MASON FOR 
The first W. B. Mason Forum on the 
Future of Southeastern Massachusetts will 
be held at the JosephW. Martin Institute for 
Law and Society on October 22, 1992. The 
generosity of the W. B. Mason Company of 
Brockton, which has pledged a total of 
$60,000 over the next five years, has made 
this innovat ive program possible. Each Fo, 
President's Dinner 
Businessman Mr. Ralph D. Tedeschi, 
along with U.S. Representative Brian J. 
Donnelly were the honorees at the President's 
Dinner on Thursday, May 28 in the Sally 
Blair Ames Sports Complex. 
Tedeschi, a long,time benefactor and 
friend of the College, received Stonehill's 
Genesis Award in recognition of his entre, 
preneurial vision and his philanthropic out, 
reach. The College also established a 
Tedeschi Scholarship in honor of all that 
Mr. Tedeschi has done for Stonehill and for 
young people. Donnelly, a Stonehill honor, 
ary degree recipient in 1989, received the 
President's Medal for Excellence as tribute 
to his years of outstanding public service. 
More than 600 neighbors, friends and 
alumni attended this gala event which 
grossed over$71,000. The proceeds from the 
President's Dinner go toward the College's 
NSF Computer Grant 
The National Science Foundation has 
awarded the College a $29,000 grant to 
assist in expanding its national and interna, 
t ional computer links. The grant will allow 
the College to upgrade its mainframe com, 
puter so that it will be able to receive mate, 
rial from many different sources - libraries, 
institut ions of higher education , research 
data bases and catalogs-all across theglobe. 
In addition, Stonehill will contribute to this 
network by providing access to some of its 
unique resources to scholars and researchers 
at other institutions. As a result, Stoneh ill 
cholars will have access to a wider and 
richer pool of information. 
In attendance at the an, 
nouncement of the W. B. 
Mason Forum on the Fu, 
ture ofSoutheastern Mas, 
sachusetts at Stonehill 
College are (from left) John 
K. Greene, Vice President, 
and Steven B. Greene, 
President, W. B. Mason 
Company; Rev. Bartley 
MacPhaidfn, C .S .C., 
President, Stonehill Col, 
lege; Thomas E. Golden, 
Vice President, and LeoJ. 
Meehan '75, Vice Presi, 
dent, W. B. Mason Com, 
pany, Brockton. 
rum will feature a keynote speaker who will 
address an issue which iscentral to thefuture 
and prosperity of Southeastern Massachu, 
setts. In March 1992, the W. B. Mason 
Company presented the College with a check 
for $12,000 as the first installment of its 
$60,000 gift. 
Alumnus Richard P. Flavin '58, Ralph D. 
Tedeschi, Father Bartley MacPluiidfn, C. S . C. , 
and Congressman Brian J. Donnelly at the 
President's Dinner. 
Faculty Development Fund which helps 
underwrite key academic research projects. 
The Master of Ceremonies for the evening 
was Stonehill alumnus and political humor, 
ist, Dick Flavin '58. 
MFH Support for Black History Month 
The Massachusetts Foundation for the 
Humanities, a state program ofthe National 
Endowment for the Humanities, presented 
the College with a grant of $1,500 to help 
fund cultural events and lectures during Black 
History Month in February at the Joseph W. 
Martin Institute for Law and Society. 
Women's Guild 
The Women's Guild presented the Col, 
lege with gifts totalling $6,000 this past year. 
The money will assist with the restoration of 
the kitchen inDonahue Hall. The Guild has 
an outstanding record of helping the Col, 
lege with important projects on campus. 
Germano Cartoon Archive 
Political cartoonist Eddie Germano, Father 
Bartley MacP haidfn, C. S . C. , and Louise 
Kenneally. 
Mr. Eddie Germano, political cartoon, 
ist with The Enterprise, a daily Brockton 
newspaper, has presented the College with 
his entire collection ofcartoons which have 
appeared in the paper over the past several 
decades. TheGermano CollectioI?, comprises 
2,700 cartoons. Mr. Germano is known for 
his skill and integrity as a cartoonist. In May, 
Mr. Germano presented his collection to the 
College at a luncheon with Fr. Bartley 
MacPhaidfn, C.S.C., president, and Louise 
Kenneally, College Archivist and Special 
Collections Librarian. 
Scholarships 
The Honorable Martha Ware Schol, 
arship has been established by the Honor, 
able Martha Ware ofAbington. Now retired, 
Judge Ware served with distinction during 
her long judicial career. The first woman 
judge in Plymouth County, MA, she is a 
long,time friend of the College and a former 
Stonehill trustee. Her scholarship will assist 
needy and academically qualified students. 
The Joseph Francis Finn, Sr. Scholarship 
was established by the late Mrs. Mary Leahy 
of Arlington, in memory of her brother,in, 
law. The Finn Scholarship will assist needy 
and academically qualified students. The 
Mitchell A. Labuda Scholarship has been 
established inhis memory by his first cousin, 
Mrs. Rosalie Chwalek Kairys of Marion. 
The son of Polish immigrants, Mr. Labuda 
was known as a hard working businessman 
and entrepreneur. The Labuda Scholarship 
will assist students of Polish descent. The 
George R. Fish Scholarship has been estab, 
lished in memory ofGeorge R. Fish, '64 from 
North Attleboro who died after a long ill, 
ness. Established by Mr. Fish's wife, Eliza, 
beth (Porelle) '64, the Fish Scholarship will 
assist needy and academically qualified stu, 
dents. The McGrath Scholarship has been 
established through a bequest in the will of 
Ms. Mary McGrath in memory of her par, 
ents, Ann and John McGrath. TheMcGrath 
Scholarship will assist needy Stonehill stu, 




"The Wizard of Oz" 
The Traveling Playhouse of White 
Plains, NY, presented two sold-out perfor­
mances of a play based on Frank L. Baum's 
children's classic, "The Wizard of Oz." In 
addition to the Stonehill alumni who were 
invited to attend, flyers were distributed to 
elementary schools in Mansfield, Brockton, 
North Easton, Raynham, Canton, Norton 
and East Bridgewater, making this not only 
an alumni event, but a community event as 
well. 
Alumni Basketball Games 
The annual alumni men's and women's 
basketball games were both held in February 
at the Merkert Gymnasium on campus. Re­
ceptions followed both games. The players 
and their guests enjoyed this annual event. 
West Coast Stonehill Reception 
Bill '66 and Jane Hanley hosted a re­
ception to welcome Rev. Bartley 
MacPhaidfn, C.S.C., president of Stonehill 
College, to Southern California in March. 
The reception was held at theHanley'shome 
in Poway, California. Twenty-five alumni 
and their guests gathered to greet the Presi­
dent. 
"Straight Talk from Alumni" 
Alumni Brian Hoffman '77, vice presi­
dent/partner, Winter, Wyman & Company, 
andJennifer Slade '91, applications consult­
ant, Medi tech, returned to campus inFebru­
ary and March to speak to students about 
how to land their first job. Topics important 
to the job search, including resume writing 
and networking, were discussed. This pro­
gram, entitled, "Straight Talkfrom Alumni," 
was co-sponsored by the off ice of career 
services and the office of alumni affairs. 
Thirty Stonehill juniors and seniors partici­
pated in this valuable program. 
Stonehill Basketball Live Broadcast 
Thebasketball game between Stonehill 
and St. Michael's College was broadcast live 
via satellite to eight locations throughout 
the country in February. At three of these 
locations, Stonehill alumni gathered with 
their guests to watch the game. Approxi­
mately 30 alumni joined Tim Lawlor '81, 
director of development, at Rampart's in 
Alexandria, Virginia; 15 alumni joined Jill 
Wierbicki Abrahams '85, associate director 
of development, at Challenges in Hartford, 
Connecticut; and another 15 met at the 
Sport's Bar on Broadway in Ne~~ork ~ ity. 
Allwho participated enjoyed this first-time­
ever event. 
Brenda Hughes '70 (center), Alumni Service 
Awardrecipient for 1992, is flanked by Alumni 
Association President Catherine P. Sabaitis '75 
(right) and Helene (Donnelly) McGovern '78. 
Alumni Service Award 
In a ceremony after the spring Alumni 
Council Meeting, Brenda Hughes '70 was 
presented the Alumni Service Award. Mem­
bers ofBrenda's family were surprise guests at 
the ceremony. Brenda was selected to re­
ceive the award in recognition of her out­
standing dedication to Stonehill. In addition 
to serving as AlumniCouncil president from 
1985 to 1986, Brenda has served on the 
Council for 8 years. Brenda has also been a 
member of the Board of Fellows since 1989 
and has served as chairperson of that board 
for one of those years. As an alumni leader, 
she has exhibited a unique blend of 
assertiveness and diplomacy which has en­
riched dialogue with alumni. 
Career Fair 
The second annual "Career Fair for 
Experienced Alumni" took place in April at 
the Hynes Convention Center in Boston. 
Stonehill is one ofeight schools in the con­
sortium that sponsors this annual event. 
Many Stonehill alumni attended the Career 
Fair. 
Student Alumni Association 
A dinner was· held at Alumni Hall in 
April to thank outgoing members of the 
Student Alumni Association (SAA) and to 
welcome new members on board for next 
year. C itations were given to the members of 
the Executive Committee commending 
them on their first successful year of opera­
tion . The citations, from Father Bartley 
MacPhaidfn, C.S.C., pointed out their assis­
tance at numerous College Relations events 
such as Alumni Day, theCareer Fair, and the 
Wizard of Oz performances. The SAA will 
begin its second year in the fall with 36 
members. Alicia Dangelmaier '93 will suc­
ceed Steven Kimball '93 as President of the 
organization. 
"Stonehill Day" at Fenway Park 
Threehundred alumni, friends and fam­
ily met at the Diamond C lub at Fen way Park 
in June to listen to Red Sox Vice President 
andGeneral Manager, James "L ou"Gorman 
'53, discuss the business aspects ofrunning a 
baseball organization. Following lunch, the 
group enjoyed the Red Sox vs. Milwaukee 
Brewers game from their seats in the grand­
stands. 
Senior Class Breakfast 
Over300 members ofthe Class of1992 
attendeda SeniorClass Breakfast inAlumni 
Hall in May. The seniors enjoyed a full 
buffet breakfast, a nostalgic slide show about 
their four years at Stonehill and door prizes. 
Louis F. Saltrelli, Dean of Student Affairs, 
was guest speaker at the breakfast. Brief 
presentations by severalCollege administra­
tors outlined the many volunteer opportuni­
ties open to Stoneh ill alumni. The Office of 
Alumni Affairs and the Class of 1992 co­




At a recent meeting of the Board of 
Fellows, Father Bartley MacPhaidfn, C.S.C., 
announced the election ofDr. Joyvalentine 
A. Lin, Mr. Albert Lippert, Rev. C. David 
Sherrer, C.S.C., and Rev. John Phalen, 
C.S.C., to the College's Board of Trustees. 
Re-elected for a second three-year term were 
Rev. Guy Couturier, C.S.C., Mr. Donald F. 
Flynn, Rev. Robert A. Krieg, C.S.C., Mr. 
William J. McNally, Esq., and Mr. Christos 
G. Tsaganis. 
Dr. Joyvalentine A. Lin of Belmont, 
holds the positions ofStaff Physician in the 
Emergency Department of the Norwood 
Hospital, Norwood, and Assistant Director 
of the Emergency Department of the 
Marlboro Hospital in Marlboro. A native of 
Burma, Dr. Lin immigrated to the United 
States in 1980. She graduated with honors 
from the Institute ofMedicine in Mandalay, 
Burma in 1976. Dr. Lin completed her in­
ternship in family practice medicine and an 
apprenticeship in general surgery at the 
General Hospital in Mandalay. She com­
pleted an internship in internal medicine at 
the Carney Hospital in Boston, and has 
served as a staff physician at Milton Hospi­
tal, Brockton Hospital, and Emerson Hospi­
tal. Dr. Lin completed the Executive MBA 
program for Health Service Administration 
at Suffolk University. She is active in the 
American College ofEmergency Physicians 
and the College of Physicians and Surgeons, 
and serves onvarious committees at on-staff 
hospitals. 
Mr. A lbert Lippert, founder and former 
Chairman oftheBoard ofWeight Watcher's 
International, Inc., received his bachelor's 
degree in business administration from C ity 
College of New York (CCNY). He gradu­
ated from CCNY's Baruch School of Busi-
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ness where he has endowed the Baruch Col­
lege Albert Lippert Chair in marketing. Mr. 
Lippert has been associated with Weight 
Watcher's since 1961 and has played a key 
role in directing the global activities of the 
organization. Mr. Lippert previously served 
on Stonehill's Board ofTrustees from 1985 
to 1991 (Chairman from 1989-1991). Mr. 
Lippert currently serves as a Director of 
Weight Watcher's International, Inc., H.H. 
Heinz Co., Ltd., W.W. Twenty First Corpo­
ration, and The Learning Annex, Inc. Mr. 
Lippert is the former advisor to the Chair­
man of the Banks Committee of the New 
York State State Assembly, and the United 
States Small Business Administration. Mr. 
Lippert and his wife, Felice, reside on Long 
Island, NY. They have two sons. 
Rev. C. David Sherrer, C .S.C. is the 
Academic Vice President of the University 
of Portland in Oregon. Father Sherrer has 
served in a variety of administrative capaci­
ties at the University of Portland including 
Dean of the Graduate School, Acting Dean 
of the College of Arts and Sciences, and 
Chairperson and Assistant Professor of the 
Department of English. He has also served 
on the university's Board ofRegents. Father 
Sherrer previously served as President of 
King's College in Wilkes-Barre, PA.Heholds 
a doctorate in English from the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill; master's 
degree in theology from the University of 
Notre Dame; bachelor's and licentiate de­
grees in theology from the Gregorian Uni­
versity in Rome; and bachelor's degree in 
philosophy from the University of Notre 
Dame. Father Sherrer currently serves as a 
member of the Indiana Province Com1nit­
tee on Studies and the Indiana Province 
Stewardship Committee. Previously he 
served as Acting Superior and Assistant 
Superior of the Priests of Holy Cross in 
Oregon, and he has been an e leered delegate· 
from the Indiana Province Chapter. 
Rev. John Phalen, C.S.C., a Stonehill 
alumnus, has been Pastor of Our Lady of 
Good Counsel Parish in Brooklyn, NY since 
1987. Father Phalen's pastoral ministry fo­
cuses on Hispanic and African-American 
communities, in which he is very active. He 
is Secretary of the Board Caring Communi­
ties SROofCatholic Charities; member and 
chaplain of the 81st Precinct Community 
Council; rnember of the Clergy Advisory 
Board of Bedford Stuyvesant Healthy Heart, 
Inc.; Member of the Brooklyn branch of the 
NAACP; Chairperson of the Formation 
Com1nittee of the Eastern Province; Secre­
tary of the Provincial Council of the Eastern 
Province; and member of the Priest 1s Sup­
port Group, Ministry to Priests Program. 
Father Phalen recejvedhis bachelor's degree 
from Stonehill, basic certificate in Clinical 
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Stonehill celebrated Black History Month in February with a series of special events held throughout 
the month on campus. The events included (clockwise, from top left) :A presentation by teacher and 
historian Willie A. Wilson, Jr., who, in this photo, explains a display of enlarged photographs from 
daguerreotypes and old photographs to Stonehill ProfessorJames Kenneally, Director ofthe!os~ph W. 
Martin, Jr . Institute for Law and Society. Professor Wilson gave a talk on the contributions of 
African-Americans to Southeastern Massachusetts, with special emphasis on the city of Brockton' s 
Golden Age, 1881-19 29; a performance by the Black Folks Theatre Company of Boston of Edgar 
White's "Like Them T hat Dream, 11 in Hemingway Auditorium; apresentation by Mr. James Farmer 
(left), founder and former director of the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE), who spoke on "A 
Living History ofthe Civil Rights Movement;" anda concert featuring "Voices ofInspiration_, 11 a choir 
from the Messiah Baptist Church in Brockton, who performed traditional and gospel music. 
Pastoral Education from the Andover-New­
ton Theological School, master's degree in 
theologyfrom the University ofNotre Dame, 
and has pursued graduate courses in psychol­
ogy and spirituality at Fairfield University. 
Alumni Guest Speakers in Business 
Courses 
Alumni are returning to the campus as 
guest speakers in the business administra­
tion department. By sharing their experi­
ence and knowledge with students in 
accounting, finance, marketing and man­
agement classes, they enrich student's un­
derstanding of the relationships between 
the principles taught in the classroom and 
real world business practices. 
A lumni who returned to Stonehill this 
past year to speak to students included: 
Thomas Bogan '72, (accounting), Presi­
dentof Avatar Technologies, Inc., who spoke 
to students in Professor William Burke's 
business policy course. 
StephenButters '66, (political science), 
President of Butters, Lyons Asset Manage­
ment Co., and Brian Byrne '69, (business 
administration), Corporate Vice President 
and Treasurer of Bull HN Information Sys­
tems, who spoke to students in Professor 
Burke's senior seminar in financial manage­
ment. 
Heather Grisso '91, (marketing) and 
CathyWhite '91, (marketing), who are both 
employed by W.B. Mason Company. They 
discussed the transition from college student 
to sales and marketing professional with 
students in Professor Theodore Jula's mar­
keting classes. Heather and Cathyalso dem­
onstrated the customer interview techniques 
they learned in the W. B. Mason sales train­
ing program. 
Jean Melisi '89, (marketing), a Depart­
ment Manager for Bradlee's department 
stores, who discussed hercareerpath and the 
nature of her job with students in Professor 
Robert S. Russell's retail management class. 
Theresa Moriarity Saia '86, (account­
ing), a Senior Contingency Planning Spe­
cialist with the Bank of Boston, who spoke 
to Professor Robert H. Carver's manage­
ment information systems class on the role 
of computers in her planning work. 
Neal Murphy '89, (economics), Senior 
Systems Analyst with the Bank of Boston, 
who met with Professor Mohammed Shilbi's 
computer class to discuss how computers are 
used in banking, and to illustrate how the 
principles he learned at Stonehill helped 
him in his career. 
David Sharkey '55, (history), Director, 
International Business, Bull HN Informa­
tionSystems, who spoke to Professor Burke's 
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international business class on the intrica, 
cies of international finance. 
James Walsh '75, (marketing), Busi, 
ness Sales Manager for Lipton and Lawry's, 
who conducted a case study for students in 
Professor J ula's sales management class that 
dealt with hiring criteria for new sales per, 
sons. 
Each of these alumni appearances in 
the classroom help to orient the students to 
the opportunities and expectations in the 
business world. In addition, they help fac, 
ulty to assess recent changes in business 
practices that have yet to appear in text, 
books. 
Rev. James W. Chichetto, C.S.C., (above) is 
pictured teaching a course in College Composi, 
tion to recent immigrants at the Irish Pastoral 
Centre in Brighton, Massachusetts last fall. 
Father Chichetto, along with Joel Ohren who 
taught a Leaming to Learn course, participated 
in a pilot outreach program to encourage new 
immigrants to continue their education. For the 
spring semester I the College's Continuing Edu, 
cation Division offered a course on American 
History and one on General Psychology for new 
immigrants at the Irish Pastoral Centre. 
Summit Receives Prestigious A ward for 
Second Year 
(Summit Co,editor,in,chief Ken Staffey 
'93,who contributed this article, faculty advisor 
Bob Richards, and the entire Summit staff look 
forward to an even more successful year for the 
newspaper in the year ahead) . 
When news came in that The Summit, 
the Stonehill campus newspaper, had won 
its second first place award in as many years, 
the staff was excited but had little time to 
celebrate. Word came from the Scholastic 
Press Association that the paper had been 
chosen to receive the honor in its size cat, 
egory near the end of April. Staff members 
were busily preparing for final exains, recov, 
ering from a year of 15 editions and prepar, 
ing for another issue. This one was the 
Freshman Orientation issue, a first of its 
kind at Stonehill. While there was little 
time for rejoicing, there was greatcomfort in 
the fact that there was recognition of the 
efforts on the part of the entire staff to make 
The Summit a newspaper Stonehill could be 
Participants of the "Racism and the 
Church" symposium held at Stonehill 
College in March were (from left to 
right) :Rev. Msgr. Henry T. Munroe , 
Administrator of the Fall River Dio.­
cese; Mr. David Mulligan, Massa-­
chusetts Commissioner of Public 
Health; Deborah Prothrow,Stith, 
M.D., Harvard School ofPublic Health; Rev. Robert]. Kruse, C.S.C., Executive Vice President, 
Stonehill College; Most Rev. Emerson Moore, Auxiliary Bishop of New York; Mr. John Ahearn, 
Associate Director, Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination; Mr. Arthur Lomba, 
Foreign Language Department, Eastern Nazarene College; and Sister Patricia Keaveney, S .N.D., 
Principal, Cathedral High School. 
proud of. There is certainly reason for such 
pride, for not only could the College boast of 
an award,winning newspaper, but there was 
now a paper the College community could 
count on for accurate coverage in the areas 
of news, sports and more. The award served 
as a fitting end to a year in which The Summit 
gained new ground in many areas. 
Edward E. Martin A wards 
The 1992 Edward E. Martin Student, 
Athlete Awards were presented to basket.­
ball star Paula Kohs '92 and All American 
soccer player Andrew McMahon '92. The 
awards were presented at the Fourth Annual 
Athletic Hall of Fame banquet held in May 
at Stonehill. 
Basketball player Paula Kohs is the sec, 
ond all,time scorer with 2,017 points and 
holds records for most career field goals at, 
tempted (1,735) and most three,pointers in 
a game (6), season (74), and career (130). 
She was named to the Northeast,10 All 
Conference all four years as she led her team 
to an 84,36 record, including two NCAA 
berths and conference finals. Paula, of 
Higganum, CT, majored in education at 
Stonehill. 
Soccer player Andrew McMahon, who 
served as team captain for the past three 
seasons, holds the records for most assists in 
a game (3 ), season (21 ), and career ( 43 ). He 
was named All Conference, All New En, 
gland, and became Stonehill's second All 
America soccer player. Andrew, of 
Wakefield, RI, majored in finance at 
Stonehill. 
Stonehill Soccer Coach Officiates at World 
Cup Soccer Match 
Stonehill's men's soccer coach, Ernie 
Branco, was selected by the U.S. Soccer 
Federat ion National Referee Program to of... 
ficiate in the Portugal vs Ireland U.S. Soccer 
Cup '92 matchplayed at Foxboro Stadium in 
June. Coach Branco has been men's head 
soccer coach at Stonehill since 1984. He 
immigrated to the United States from the 
Portuguese Azores in 1969. Coach Branco 
graduated from Bridgewater StateCollege in 
1979. He was an instructor in the Brockton 
Community School Program and served as 
coach of the Brockton High School's girl's 
soccer team before coming to Stonehill. 
Recently inducted members to the StonehillAth, 
letic Hall of Fame pose with Father Bartley 
MacPhaidfn, C. S. C . The new Hall of Fame 
members are Daniel Neary '78 (golf), 
MaryAnne Walsh '85 (basketball,softball) , 
RobertPercuoco '78 (baseball) 1 andLeoDenault 
'61 (basketball). 
Members of the 1980 baseball team, which 
became the second team to be inducted into the 
Athletic Hall of Fame. 
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In Memory of 
Father Patrick 
Peyton, C.S.C. 
The Holy Cross Fathers mourned the 
death, on June 3, of Father Patrick Peyton, 
C.S.C., who led millions in rosary crusades 
throughout theworld. Over the past 50years 
Father Peyton engaged some of the most 
noted Hollywood stars in his radio and tele, 
vision programs and films promoting the 
rosary and family prayer. Father Peyton, 83 
died at the Little Sisters of the Poor retire, 
ment home inSan Pedro, California. A vigil 
service and funeral Mass were held for Fa, 
ther Peyton, a member of the Eastern Prov, 
ince of the Congregation of Holy Cross, at 
St. Mary's Chapel at Stonehill. He is buried 
at the Holy Cross cemetery located on the 
Stonehill campus. Other memorial services 
were held at various locations throughout 
the United States. 
During recent years the Congregation 
ofHoly Cross has committed itself to a long, 
range plan that ensures the continuance of 
Father Peyton's work, and the Family Rosary 
Crusade and Family Theatre Productions 
throughout theworld. Father Peyton founded 
the Family Rosary Crusade, Albany, N.Y. in 
1942, and he conducted rosary crusades on 
six continents with as many as 2 million 
attending his crusade in 1964 in Sao Paolo, 
Brazil and in 1985, in the Philippines as part 
of the first nation,wide Family Rosary Cru, 
sade. Over the years, nearly 2 7 million people 
attended Father Peyton's rosary crusades. 
In 194 7, Father Peyton founded Family 
Theatre in Hollywood where he started a 
weekly award,winning, dramatic radio se, 
ries. The program aired nationally for 22 
years, closing with the slogans Father Peyton 
coined and made famous, "The family that 
prays together stays together" and "A world 
at prayer is a world at peace." 
Faculty Notes 
( continued from page 15) 
inservice session on "Teaching for and about 
Cultural Diversity," for classroom teachers in the 
WestBridgewater Public Schools. Professor Smith 
also gave a presentation based upon her work in 
multi~culcuraleducation to the faculty at Wheaton 
College in Norton, MA. 
Deanne F. Womack 
assistant professor ofcommunication, represented 
the University of Kansas at the inauguration of 
Joseph Cronin as the fifth president of Bentley 
College. Professor Womack holds her master of 
arts and doctor of philosophy degrees from the 
University of Kansas. 
Bookshelf 
Faculty Bookshelf 
Philip G. Duffy 
Evening Division Faculty 
Business Administration 
B-to-B Marketing 
(Creating and Implementing a Successful Busi­
ness-to~Business Marketing Program) 
Probus Publishing Company, 1992 
This is a business book that blends 
marketing theory and practice into a single 
volume for professionals. It provides the 
practitioner with techniques for dealing with 
the frequent daily problems in a business 
firm. 
The business,to,business market in, 
eludes organizations that produce products 
for their own use, produce products for oth, 
ers, or for resale. Though similar to many of 
the principles of consumer marketing, busi, 
ness,to,business marketing differs in many 
important ways. This book leads the reader 
through major corporate activities such as 
marketing information systems, forecasting, 
planning, sales compensation, competitive 
analysis, and marketing cost. 
This book was prompted by Philip 
Duffy's search for a book with practical ap, 
pro aches for use in his class, "Business~to, 
Business Marketing," inStonehill's evening 
division. As it evolved, it became an instruc, 
tional guide for the professionals in the field 
' 
veterans and newer practitioners alike. 
Phil Duffy has experienced these topics 
first,hand in his marketing management 
career with three major corporations. His 14 
years of teaching marketing subjects in the 
evening division added the blend of the 
academic to his practitioners experience. 
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C ass otes 
1952 
William Sullivan is vice chancellor for ad min, 
istration at the UniversityofMaine in Bangor. He 
lives in Bangorwith his wife,Jacqueline, and they 
are the parents of three children. 
Lawrence Finnegan has been named a Busi, 
ness Trustee of the New England Colleges Fund. 
The fund provides financial support to 23 inde, 
pendent liberal arts institutions, ofwhichStonehill 
is a member. Larry is president and chairman of 
Boston Mutual Life Insurance Company in Can, 
ton. He and his wife, Joyce, live in South Easton. 
1953 
Neil C. Fitzgerald 
taught English at Roosevelt High School in 
New Bedford for 30years before retiring in 1986. 
Neil, who was named Massachusetts Teacher of 
the Year in 1967, recently published a story, 
"Heart ofChampion," inHighlights for Children, 
a monthly magazine for young people. The story 
is about a boy who learns from a college,bound 
basketball player about the importance ofgood 
grades. The magazine, designed for children 
from ages two to twelve, has the largest circula, 
tion ofany children's periodical in the country, 
with some three million copies being distributed 
to homes, schools, libraries, and professional 
offices. Neil is currently coordinator of the Jun, 
ior Great Books program in the Dartmouth 
Public Schools. He is also the discussion leader 
for the fifth grade students at the Cushman 
School in Dartmouth, and a guest reader for 
grades 1,6 in the Fall River, New Bedford and 
Dartmouth schools. In addition to his degree 
from Stonehill, he holds his master ofeducation 
degree from Bridgewater State College. Neil has 
studied at Fordham University, the University 
ofWashington, and Brown University. He is an 
accomplished author, having published stories, 
plays, poetry, and articles in over 150 publica, 
tions, including, America, Aloha, The Christian 
Science Monitor, The Writer, and Amherst Re, 
view. Neil has also written children's stories 
which have been published in Cobblestone, Lis, 
ten, Plays, and previous issues of Highlights for 
Children. In his spare time, Neil enjoys reading, 
gardening and studying genealogy. He and his 
wife, Marie, reside in South Dartmouth. 
1954 
Robert Reagan, principal of Brockton High 
Schoo1for the past 1 7 years, andaneducator for 3 7 
years, retired at the end of June. He, his wife 
Suzanne, and their family reside in Brockton. 
1956 
Elizabeth (Rositer) Long invites her friends to 
visit her at Old Sturbridge Village, where she 
works as an interpreter and also dresses in cos, 
tume. She lives in West Brookfield with her 
husband, Robert. 
1957 
J. Paul McDonnell has been promoted to 
senior vice president at John Hancock Financial 
Services in Boston. Previously, he served as the 
vice president ofthe general agency division. Paul 
lives in Dover with his wife, Phyllis. They are the 
parents of five children. 
1960 
Leo Denault was inducted into the Stonehill 
College Athletic Hall of Fame in May. He is an 
attorney with the IBM Corporation and lives in 
Poughkeepsie, NY with his wife, Ginger. They are 
the parents of three children. 
1961 
Rev. James Lackenmier, C.S.C., president of 
King's College, was the guest speaker at Our Lady 
ofHoly Cross College's Diamond Jubilee, andalso 
received an honorary doctor ofhumanities degree 
at the College's Honors Convocation in March in 
New Orleans, LA. 
1962 
Barbara (Bogart) Goulart, a registered nurse, 
received a master's of science degree in nursing 
administration from Boston University this spring. 
She lives in Hull with her husband, Russell, and 
they are the parents of four children. 
Rita E. Smith, director ofthe Stonehill Educa, 
tion Project and associate professor of education 
atStonehill, recently presented a slide program on 
Nigeria at the Brockton Public Library. She was 
also invited to present a paper at the 38th Interna, 
tional Council on Education for Teaching World 
Assembly in Lagos, Nigeria, entitled, "Building 
Bridges Across the G lobe: Schools and Colleges 
at Work." Rita lives in Boston. 
1963 
Jean (Daylor) Gramling was appointed chair, 
person of the mathematics department at Austin 
Preparatory School in Reading. She received a 
master's of education degree in administration 
planning and policy from the University ofMas, 
sachusetts at Lowell last year. Jean and her hus, 
band, David, live in Chelmsford. 
Dr. Ronald Longobardi, assistant superinten, 
dent ofthe Milford Public Schools, was re,elected 
to the Board of Library Trustees in Milford. He 
and his wife, Judith, reside in Milford. 
1964 
Noreen (Meegan) Slavitz, owner of Noreen 
Slavitz Real Estate on Nantucket, was elected to 
a one,year term on the WannacometWaterCom, 
mission. She and her husband, John '64, live on 
Nantucket. 
Gerard O'Neill is editor of the Boston Globe's 
Spotlight Team which recently won anAward for 
Excellence in Business and Financial Journalism, 
sponsored by John Hancock Financial Services, 
for its report on the state's public pension boards. 
Gerry lives in Canton with his wife, Janet 
(Reardon) '65, a math teacher at Oliver Ames 
High School in Easton. They are the parents of 
two children. 
1965 
Virginia (Shyne) Jama is an English as a Sec, 
ond Language resource specialist with the New 
York City Public Schools. She lives in Jamaica, 
NY with her husband, Mohamud, and their two 
children. 
Joseph Murphy has been appointed treasurer 
and chief executive officer of Crescent Credit 
Union in Brockton. He resides in North Easton 
with h is wife, Linda. 
1966 
John Redman has been elected to a one,year 
term as town moderator in Lynnfield. He resides 
in Lynnfield with his wife, Susan. 
Richard M. Welch, president of Welch 
Healthcare & Retirement Group in Norwell, re, 
ceived the "Friend of Nursing Award,, from the 
UniversityofMassachusetts School ofNursing for 
significant contributions to nursing, nursing edu, 
cation and health care. Recently, a specialized 3 5, 
bed Alzheimer's Unit, the Richard M. Welch, Jr. 
Alzheimer's Unit, named for the fourth genera, 
tion ofthe Welch family to provide healthcare for 
seniors, opened at Colonial Nursing & Rehabil i, 
tation Center in Weymouth. The unit features 
patient,specific interior design and specially 
trained staff. RichardM. Welch,Jr. '92 isRichard's 
son who graduated from Stonehill in May. 
1967 
Patricia (Johnson) Leary is a data processing 
section manager for the Bank of Boston. She and 
her husband, Rich, live in Braintree. 
Brother David Andrews, C.S.C., a law stu, 
dent at the University of Notre Dame, has been 
elected a Capitulant to the General Chapter of 
the Congregation ofHoly Cross held in Le Mans, 
France this summer. 
1968 
Rev. Arturo Colgan, C.S.C., district superior 
of the Congregation of Holy Cross Mission in 
Lima, Peru, has been elected a Capitulant to the 
General Chapter of the Congregation of Holy 
Cross held in Le Mans, France this summer. 
1969 
Cheryl (Peterson) Dean received her doctor, 
ate in clinical psychology from the University of 
Vermont this spring. She lives in Hineburg, VT 
with her husband, James. 
Marilyn Hancock is a staff writer for the Enter, 
prise, a daily newspaper servicing the Brockton 
region. She was honored by the Massachusetts 
Association for the Advancement of Individual 
Potential with a 1992 Public Service Award for 
her story on the status ofgifted education in area 
public schools. Marilyn lives in Randolph with 
her two children. 
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Robert Manning is a sales representative for 
G laxco Pharmaceuticals. Bob lives in Marshfield 
with his wife, Jane, and their two sons. 
1970 
Robert Rice, Jr. has joined the law firm of 
Ward, Walsh and Roach in Fitchburg. He lives in 
Gardner with h is wife, Linda, and their daughter. 
Pamela Stack has opened R & RTravel, Inc. in 
Miami, FL and serves as president. She resides in 
Miami. 
1971 
Corinne Brennan,Dore has been honored by 
the Quota Club ofHolyoke as its Deaf Woman of 
the Year, 1992 in observance of National Speech 
and Hearing Month. Corinne, coordinator for 
deaf support services at the disability services 
office at the University of Massachusetts at 
Amherst , was selected because of her determina, 
tion to successfully achieve career goals. She also 
serves on the school committee in Hadley where 
she resides with her husband, Wayne, and their 
son. 
Brother Thomas Dziekan, C.S.C., headmas, 
ter at Notre Dame High School in West Haven, 
CT, celebrated his 25th anniversary as a Holy 
Cross brother in May. 
1972 
James Fitzgerald has been promoted to vice 
president of the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston. 
He lives in Billerica with his wife, Kathleen, and 
their two children. 
1973 
Judith A. Salerno, M.D. 
is a Senior C linical Investigator in the Labora, 
tory of Neurosciences at the National Institute 
on Aging (N IA ) in Bethesda, Maryland. Judy 
joined the staff at the NIA in 1988 as a Medical 
Staff fellow and became Senior C linical Inves, 
t igator in 1989. A nativeofNewark, New Jersey, 
Judy stayed in the Brockton area following her 
graduation from Stonehill. She worked for about 
a year and a half with concerned citizens who 
published a weekly newspaper which focused on 
consumer and political issues, including public 
health and access to medical care. As her inter, 
est in public health issues grew, Judy decided to 
pursue graduate studies at the Harvard School of 
Public Health, from which she received her 
Master of Science degree in Health Policy and 
Management in 1976. Her primaryareaofinter, 
est had become access co medical care for 
underserved populations. After Harvard, she 
joined the Massachusetts Department ofPublic 
Welfare's Medicaid program as the Associate 
Director of the Cost Effectiveness Project. Her 
work focused on improving the delivery system 
and cost effectiveness ofthe Medicaid program. 
During this time, one of her former Harvard 
professors, who had beennominated to serve as 
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Health under 
the Carter administration, offered Judy the po, 
sition ofProgram Analyst in the Department of 
Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) inWash, 
ington, D.C. She accepted and served as an 
analyst of issues related to care of the chroni, 
cally ill, aged and disabled, with respect to 
ongoing HEW programs and the development 
of new health policies and legislation. In this 
capacity, Judy had the opportunity to learn 
firsthand about the legislative process and policy 
making, in particular with relation to the area 
she was most interested in, health care for the 
elderly. She recognized the need for physicians 
to devote more time with older patients. 
Oftentimes, when older people are placed in a 
nursing home or other long,term care facility, 
they receive minimal direct physical contact. 
Judy decided to focus on geriatric medicine, and 
upon completion of a pre,medical program at 
Bryn Mawr College, she entered Harvard Medi, 
cal School the following year. During the year 
between completing her pre,med program and 
entering Harvard, she worked in Ismalia, Egypt, 
as Deputy Project Manager and Program Asso, 
ciate, on a joint health program sponsored by 
the Boston University Health Policy Institute 
and the Egyptian government. She assisted in 
planning for a primary medical care delivery 
system, serving as special planning assistant to 
the dean ofa new decentralized medical school, 
and developing a core library for the medical 
school. Judy graduated from Harvard Medical 
School in 1985. She spent three years in an 
internship and residency at Georgetown Uni, 
versity Hospital, Department of Medicine. By 
this time, Judy was married to her husband, 
Robert Guberman, and their second child was 
on the way. While she had planned to follow her 
residency with a geriatric fellowship atHarvard, 
Judy felt that her family obligations were a 
priority and that she should remain in Washing, 
ton. In combining family life and career pur, 
suits, she decided to write a proposal for a grant 
to study glucose metabolism in a group ofelderly 
patients with cognitive problems. Her discus, 
sions with the people at the NIA about their 
work in that area ofstudy led to a job offer by the 
agency in their clinical research program. This 
is an opportunity she enjoys very much. In 
addition to her clinical work atNIA, Judy writes 
articles for scientific journals, gives talks, and 
conducts research. She is also affiliated with 
George Washington University Medical Cen, 
ter as an assistant professor and serves as a 
member of the Board of Directors of the local 
Washington, D.C. affiliate of the American 
Geriatric Society. Her activities on the Board 
include developing ways to involve medical 
students in learning about geriatric medicine. 
Judy is determined not to lose touch with the 
reason she entered medicine in the first place, to 
have direct physician contact with older pa, 
tients and always maintainher clinical skills.To 
this end, Judy also devotes one day each week to 
seeing pat ients in a nursing home in northwest 
Washington. She says that helping people to 
make even little changes in their day,to,day 
lives is a very rewarding aspect ofbeing a physi, 
cian. Judy's family life continues to thrive! She 
gave birth to her third child, a son, Michael 
Aaron onJ une 2, 1992, who joins his two sisters, 
Alyssa, 5, and Lauren, 3. 
Richard Johnson, owner of the Minuteman 
Press shop in Milford, was selected from over 
1,000 colleagues as the May "Featured Franchi, 
see" by the in,house publication entitled, The 
World of Minutemen. Dick and his wife, Ineke, 
reside in Medway and are the parents of two 
children. 
Jo Ann (Johnson) Staiti, a chemistry and 
biology teacher at Westwood High, an attorney, 
and a sports editor for the Canton Citizen, was re, 
elected to the Canton School Committee. She 
resides in Canton with her husband, Richard '73, 
and their five children. 
Daniel Masters has been promoted to senior 
vice president ofsales and marketing for Riverside 
Furniture Corporation in Fort Smith, AR, where 
he resides with his wife, Carole, and their three 
children. 
Mary (Mullen) Feeley was re,elected to a 
second term on the Westwood School Commit, 
tee. She and her husband, R. Michael '73, live in 
Westwood with their three children. 
Rev. James H. Phalan, C.S.C., was ordained 
in Puno, Peru in February. A native ofStoneham, 
Father Phalan is a member oftheEastern Province 
of the Congregation of Holy Cross. · 
1974 
Rita (Pink) Kucsan is the human resource 
director at Horizon House, a center for mentally 
and developmentally disabled people in Philadel, 
phia, PA. She and her husband, John, live in 
Maple Shade, NJ. 
John Cardoza is assistant principal at the 
Arnone Elementary School in Brockton. He lives 
inTauntonwith his wife, Lenore, and their daugh, 
ter. 
1975 
Elizabeth (Lacala) Shepherd received a doctor 
ofveterinary medicine degree from Tufts Univer, 
sity this spring. She lives in Braintree with her 
husband, Ron, and their son, Daniel. 
Ellen (Smith) Wright, Ed.D., is a learning 
disability specialist, working with 2,1/2 year,o lds 
through third graders at the Ocean City, NJ Pri, 
mary School, as an educational diagnostician and 
consultant to teachers andparents. Ellen is also in 
private practice working throughout the Middle 
Atlantic region conducting workshops, seminars, 
and inservices on different aspects ofspecial edu, 
cation. She and her husband, Daniel, reside in 
Petersburg, NJ with their two daughters. 
Patricia McGowan is a buyer for Rich's De, 
parrment Stores in Salem. In February, she re, 
ceived the "Candy Person of the Year" award, 
presented by the BostonConfectionary Salesmen's 
Club for the 29th year. Patricia is the first woman 
to receive the award. 
1976 
Kevin Kiernan, a senior accountant for the 
Taunton Municipal Lighting Plant, is president of 
the local Polish Club, whose activities include the 
Polish picnic held each August at the Holy Rosary 
Church in Taunton. The club's activities include 
fundraising for youth scholarships. 
James Andersen, Jr. has been appointed assis, 
tant vice president, manager of international ac, 
counting, at Arkwright Mutual Insurance Co. in 
Waltham. He resides in Canton with his wife, 
Donna, and their four children. 
26 
George and Peggy (Mahoney) '78 Dwyer 
announce the arrival of their daughter, Regina 
Elizabeth. Ginawas born on 7 /26/91 inKangwon, 
do, South Korea, and arrived home on 12/31/91. 
She joins brother Matt who arrived from Seoul in 
March, 1990. George is an account representative 
for Smith Barney in Washington, D.C. and Peggy 
works part,time in the marketing department of 
Capitol Publications in Alexandria, VA. They 
reside in Alexandria, VA. 
Peter Aledda has joined Beacon Food Sales of 
Wakefield as a sales representative for southeast, 
ern Massachusetts and Rhode Island. He lives in 
Dorchester. 
Mary Jane (Skillin) Davis will continue her 
studies with Save the Rainforest which began last 
summer in Costa Rica. In June, she travelled to 
Belize with 14 other teachers and five students to 
explore Mayan ruins in the Rio Bravo Rainforest 
and the coral reefs on Water Cay. Mary Jane is 
chairman of the science department at Red Bank 
Catholic High School in Red Bank, NJ. She 
resides in Bricktown, NJ. 
Nancy (Corrigan) Vallande, an infectioncon, 
trol practitioner at the Massachusetts General 
Hospital in Boston, received certification in in, 
fection control by the Association of Practitio, 
ners in Infection Control. She and her husband 
live in Cranston, RI. 
Gale (Kiraly) Curcio is a systems analyst for 
Cincinnati Bell Information Systems in Fairfax, 
VA. She lives in Alexandria, VA with her hus, 
band, Thomas, and their two sons. 
1977 
Dennis Polselli 
is a Staff Associate and Housing Coordinator in 
the Office of Residence Life at Framingham 
State College. Included among his many re, 
sponsibilities is a training program for the 49 
resident assistants who work in the College's six 
student residence halls. Dennis conducts work, 
shops for the residence assistants throughout 
the yearon many topics, including peer counsel, 
ing, drug and substance abuse, suicide preven, 
tion, and campus cults. He also conducts similar 
workshops on other campuses. He works with 
the Affirmative Action Office at Framingham 
State College to insure that the Colleges pro, 
grams and services are accessible to students and 
employees with disabilities. Dennis, who lost his 
sight when he was a young child, has always 
taken an aggressive stance in tackling the chal, 
lenges life has put before him. From his student 
days at the Perkins School for the Blind in 
Watertown, Massachusetts, which he attended 
for fifteen years, to his four years at Stonehill as 
an undergraduate, to his current position at 
Framingham State College where he works long 
hours as an college administrator, he has main, 
tained this approach. After he left Stonehill, 
Dennis earned his master's degree in 
postsecondary education administration atSyra, 
cuse University, receiving his degree in 1979. 
While he was at Syracuse, Dennis became the 
first blind resident assistant in a student resi, 
dence hall at the university. During his first 
year, he and another resident assistant were 
responsible for 800 students. In his second year, 
he was the sole resident assistant for a group of 
45 freshmen. When he left Syracuse in 1979, 
Dennis decided to enter the Congregation of 
Holy Cross seminary at the University ofNotre 
Dame. Following the one,year program at the 
seminary, he entered the novitiate program in 
Waterford, NY, and shortly thereafter decided 
that he would not pursue the program further. 
Dennis began the job search for a position in 
residence life at a college or university and 
eventually accepted a position as Assistant Resi, 
dence Hall Director at North Adams State 
College. This move culminated in an experi, 
ence that ultimately steered Dennis into the 
direction of advocating for the rights of blind 
persons, all people with disabilities, and public 
higher education issues. As an assistantatNorth 
Adams State College, he was delegated the 
responsibilities of a resident director, which 
included many insurmountable obstacles for a 
blind person. Dennis was removed from his 
position by the administration, and he success, 
fully sought legal relief from the discriminatory 
treatmenthe felt he received through the Office 
ofCivil Rights. Dennis' message in relaying this 
information is that discriminatory treatment of 
persons with disabilities inthe workplace should 
not be tolerated. Dennis assumed his current 
position in the Office of Residence Life at 
Framingham State College in 1983. His interest 
in lobbying for the rights of blind individuals 
and individuals with cross disabilities increased 
and he became a member, and currently presi, 
dent, ofthe Greater Framingham Association of 
Individuals with Disabilities (GFA). The orga, 
nization operates its own independent living 
center, serving twelve communities in the greater 
Framingham area. He seves as editor ofthe G FA 
Newsletter. He is the chairperson of the Human 
Relations Committee, a subcommittee of the 
Framingham Disabilities Committee, which rep, 
resents town policies. He is a member of the 
Human Rights Committee of the Westboro 
State Hospital. Dennis is involved with anorga, 
nization funded by the National Federation of 
the Blind ofMassachusetts (MFBM), called Job 
Opportunities for the Blind in Massachusetts, 
which sponsors workshops for individuals with 
disabilities on how to successfully go through 
the job search process. He is editor of Cassette 
Gazette, a NFBM newsletter. Dennis is also a 
member of the Affirmative Action Committee 
at Framingham State College. He is involved in 
lobbying for legislation which will benefit indi, 
viduals with disabilities, and has testified at 
legislative hearingsadvocating for the blind and 
otherdisabled persons. Currently, he is lobbying 
for passage of the Braille Literacy Bill, which 
Dennis believes will help alleviate one of the 
biggest challenges blind people face, which is 
inaccessibility of information. Dennis also has a 
particular interest in the subject ofcults. He has 
written a chapter in the book, Cults on Campus 
entitled, "Why ResidentTraining on Cultism?" 
The chapter focuses on the significance ofsuch 
questions as what is a cult, how to ask questions 
about cults, what are some ofthe cult strategies, 
and what are cults' symptoms and methods of 
recruiting and maintaining members. Dennis 
offers that it is important for people to be edu~ 
cated about cults because the issues surrounding 
themon college campuses, particularly at public 
colleges which cannot ban groups on their cam, 
puses, are important. Dennis regularly speaks to 
elementary school children in the greater 
Framingham area regarding the challenges of 
blindness, for example, the use of the cane and 
the importance of braille. He and his wife, 
Donna, have taughtCCDclassesatSt. Stephen's 
Church in Framingham, where he is also a lector 
atSunday Mass. Dennis and Donna, a registered 
nurse, reside at Framingham State College. 
Donna Tanner is the K, 12 physical education 
teacher in the Tewksbury School system. She also 
coaches the Weston High girls soccer team and 
the Regis College basketball team. Both teams 
won their league conference championships for 
the first time under her guidance. Donna resides 
in Lowell. 
Thomas Lavan was named vice president/gen, 
eral manager atO'Donnell Usen Fisheries Corpo, 
ration in Gloucester. He lives in Duxbury with his 
wife, Lois (McLaughlin) '7 5 and their three 
children. 
Corinne (Hawk) Woodworth was elected to a 
three,year term as a Library Trustee for the town 
of Duxbury. She lives in Duxbury with her hus, 
band, Stephen '77, a senior partner with the 
Easton law firm of Lynch & Lynch. They are the 
parents of two children. 
Carole Lieber ofArlington, VA was promoted 
to senior staffing specialist at the Department of 
Defense Dependents Schools (DDDS). In this 
position, she oversees and manages outplacement 
efforts for DDDS teachers overseas, who may lose 
their jobs due to military base closures. Carole also 
serves on the board ofdirectors ofthe Downtown, 
D.C. Jaycees and on the district staff ofToastmas, 
ters International. She would be happy to provide 
information to any alumni seeking a job in the 
federal government. 
J. Brad Harrington and his wife, Jennifer, 
recently returned from a three, year stay in Lon, 
don where Brad worked as a quality education 
manager for Hewlett Packard UK, Ltd. They now 
reside in Brookline, and Brad is a group quality 
manager for Hewlett Packard Medical Products in 
Andover. 
Scott Reinhardt is an attorney in Arlington 
Heights, IL. He lives in Park Ridge, IL with his 
wife, Janet. 
John McWeeney,Jr., executive vice president 
for Norstar Bank, has beenselected to serveon the 
board of directors for the United Way of Long 
Island. He and his wife, Kathleen (Barry) '78, 
and their three children, reside in East Setauket, 
NY. 
1978 
John "Eddy" Tewes has entered Mount St. 
Mary's Seminary for the Diocese of Arlington, 
VA. For the past six years, Eddy taught chemistry 
at Bishop Ireton High School in Arlington, VA. 
Dr. Robert "Bucky" Percuoco, a chiropractic 
doctor, was inducted into the Stonehill College 
Athletic Hall of Fame in May. He is an associate 
professor of radiology at Palmer College of 
Chiropractic in Davenport, IA where he lives 
with his wife, Anna Marie, and their five sons. 
Daniel Neary, a teaching professional (golf) at 
the Pembroke Country Club, was inducted into 
the Stonehill College Athletic Hall of Fame in 
May. Dan and his wife, Ann Marie, reside in 
Centerville with their infant son, Colin. 
27 
Paul Cariani was elected to serve on the Maine 
Public Service Co. (MPS) board ofdirectors. He 
is vice president of finance and treasurer at MPS 
and lives in Presque Isle, ME with his wife, Sheila, 
and their two sons. 
Kathleen (Schum) Martin isa word processing 
technical specialist with LIMRA in Farmington, 
CT. She lives in New Britain, CT with her hus, 
band, Gary, and their infant son. 
Terrence Hanlon is president ofa Boars Head 
Provisions distributorship in Hauppauge, NY, a 
company he has owned for the last six years. He 
and his wife, Susan, reside in Hauppauge with 
their two daughters. 
Sandra (Jones) McCoy is anaccount represen, 
rative with Harvard Community Health Plan in 
Providence, RI. She lives in North Attleboro with 
her husband, Kenneth, and their daughter. 
Robert Anders, sales manager ofTower Sales 
Company in Princeton, NJ, was recently made a 
full partner in the firm. He and his wife, C indy, 
and their two children live in Union, NJ. 
MaryBeth (Lahey) Joyce is an independent 
contractor with the Commercial Union Insur, 
ance Company in Foxboro. She and her husband, 
Kevin, live in Hanover with their infant daughter. 
William F. Johnson has been named senior 
vice president at Boston Financial Resources. 
Previously, Bill was a vice president with Fleet 
Bank. He and his wife, Carol, live in Weymouth. 
John Szum has been appointed controller of 
the Deaconess Hospital in Boston. He and his 
wife, Susan, live in East Walpole with their chil, 
dren. 
1979 
Christy (Driscoll) Foley is a resource manager 
for the Army Research Laboratory in Aberdeen, 
MD. She lives in Aberdeen with her husband, 
Kevin. 
Deborah (Driscoll) Joyce is an account ad, 
ministrator with the Hellman Jordan Manage, 
ment Company in Boston. She lives in Roslindale 
with her husband and their two children. 
Steven Haynes is president of the Haynes & 
Associates Insurance Company in West Spring, 
field. Last year, he was appointed by The Travelers 
as a general agent in Western Massachusetts. He 
holds the professional designation of Chartered 
Life Underwriter (CLU). Steven lives in East 
Longmeadow with his wife, Gerrilin and their two 
sons. 
Kevin Fahey has been promoted to quality 
manager at Teledyne Engineering Services in 
Waltham. He has been certified as a quality audi, 
tor by the American Society of Quality Control. 
He and his wife, Betty, and their three daughters 
reside in Billerica. 
Paul Kelly is a field sales engineer for Intel 
Corporation in Westford. He resides in Woburn 
with his wife, Linda, and their three children. 
Kathleen Cook, a real estate broker for Salt 
Pond Real Estate, was named the 1991 top sales, 
person in the Sandwich area. She lives in 
Cummaquid. 
1980 
Robert Sauerbrunn was promoted to senior 
software specialist at Blue Cross/Blue Shield of 
Connecticut. He lives in North Haven, CT with 
his wife, Annette, and their four children. 
1981 
Brenda (Norton) Gelinas 
is a Senior Research Supervisor at DuPonc>s 
Marshall Laboratory inPhiladelphia, PA. Brenda 
was recently recognized by the company as a 
DuPont Corporate Marketing Excellence Hon, 
oree. The award was given in April to one 
hundred employees representing fifteen nations 
by DuPont for their achievements inmarketing. 
The employees were honored at the company's 
sixth annual Corporate Marketing Excellence 
Recognition ceremony hosted by DuPont Chair, 
man Edgar S. Woolard. Brenda began working 
for DuPont following graduation from Stonehill. 
She started her career with the company as a 
chemist in DuPont's Troy, MI laboratory work, 
ing on "refinish coatings," the paint used on 
cars. She spent four years in that position and 
then became Color Marketing Coordinator, a 
position she held for two years. Brenda then 
transferred to Wilmington, DE, DuPont world 
headquarters, as a product specialist, leading the 
Chromasystem Project, the project for which 
shewas awarded the marketing award this spring. 
Brenda spent two years inWilmington and then 
spent two years inSanFrancisco, CA, where she 
worked as a District Sales Manager. In February, 
Brenda went to Philadelphia to assume her 
current position at Marshall Laboratory. In ad, 
dition to her hectic schedule at DuPont, Brenda 
does volunteer work for Catholic Social Ser, 
vices and is a representative on the Concord 
School Advisory Council. A native of 
Cumberland, RI, Brenda now resides in Con, 
cord, PA with her husband, Richard and their 
two children, Ryan, 7, and Kayla, 4. 
Edward Angeli, Jr., is anauditor with the U.S. 
Department ofTransportation (DOT), Office of 
the Inspector General, in Cambridge. He was 
recognized at a special Veterans Day ceremony in 
Washington honoring 14 men and women whose 
extraordinary stories capture some of the experi, 
ences of the 27,000 DOT employees who are 
veterans. When his squad leader was wounded by 
enemy fire, Edward carried the squad leader to 
safety, even though he himself was wounded sev, 
eral times. Edward lives in Hanson with his wife , 
Patricia, and their two children. 
Daniel Kelly has formed MCM Marketing 
Corporation for the distribution and salesofchemi, 
cals and plastics in NJ. He recently relocated to 
Washington Township, NJ with his wife, Sharyn, 
and their daughters. 
Kathleen (Lydon) Healy was appointed to the 
board of trustees of Goddard Memorial Hospital 
and Goddard Health Services in Stoughton. She 
lives in South Easton with her husband, Brian 
'81, and their two children. 
James Breen has been appointed Director of 
the Office for Young Adults ofthe Archdiocese of 
Boston. He resides in Somerville. 
Edward French, internal audit manager for 
New Dartmouth Bank, has been elected to the 
Raymond, NHSchool Board. He lives inRaymond 
with his wife, Arlene, and their two children. 
Donna (Cercone) Glynn, a teacher at the 
Beverly School for the Deaf, received a master's 
degree in moderate special needs education from 
Lesley Co1lege this spring. She and her husband, 
Ernest, reside in Beverly. 
Brian Murray, an attorney with the Murray 
Law Offices in Milford, was re,elected to the 
Milford School Committee. He lives in Milford 
with his wife, Emily, and their daughter. 
Fred Dooley was promoted to senior quality 
assurance analyst at Sungard Financial Systems, 
Inc. in Waltham. He lives in Marstons Mills with 
his wife, Cynthia, and their two children. 
Beth (Crimmins) Cole has relocated to the 
Grand Rapids, MI area with her husband, Dr. 
James Cole. She is a sel£,employed consultant in 
emergency medicine practice management. 
Mary Talbot ofFall River received a doctor of 
psychology degree from Boston University this 
spring. She has been employed as a staff psycho lo, 
gist at the Perkins School for the Blind in 
Watertown since 1987. 
Elizabeth Canuel received a doctorate in cur, 
riculum in marine sciences from the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, this spring. She 
was recently awarded a post,doctoral fellowship 
from the National Research Council at the U. S. 
Geological Survey in Menlo Park, CA. Elizabeth 
lives in El Cerrito, CA with her husband. 
Thomas Golota has been promoted to senior 
applications analyst at the Marcam Corporation 
in Newton. He lives in Norwood. 
Robert Walsh is a certified public accountant 
for the firm of Michael & G rubert in Chestnut 
Hill. He lives inDorchester with his wife, Kathleen, 
and their infant son. 
1982 
Peyton "Ted" Stephens ofBrockton has been 
named general manager of Knox Dodge in 
Somerville. 
Neal Sullivan is a deputy secretary ofstate for 
the Commonwealth ofMassachusetts. He lives in 
Quincy. 
Alan Schumann was appointed assistant vice 
president at the Farmers & Mechanics Bank of 
Middletown, CT. He lives in Cromwell, CT with 
his wife, Marisa, and their two children. 
Marjorie Clapprood has her own daily televi, 
sion talk show on the New England Cable News 
(NECN) channel. It is the first daily show on 
NECN that is centered on a particular personal, 
ity. Marjorie is currently co,host on a WHDH, 
AM radio morning talk show. She lives in Sharon 
with her husband, Chris Spinazzola. 
David Hall is employed by the U . S. Depart, 
ment of State. He lives in Washington, DC with 
his wife, Leda. 
Lawrence Michael lanetta was promoted to 
head of commercial lines product development 
for Netherlands Insurance Companies in Keene, 
NH. He lives in Keene with his wife, Marianne, 
and their two children. 
Dorothy Byrnes, vice president ofadministra, 
tion and operations at the East Bridgewater Sav, 
ings Bank, has been named acting president at the 
bank. Dorothy lives in West Bridgewater with her 
husband, Ronald, and their two children. 
Chris Kotsopoulos is the New England re, 
gional manager for Evian Waters of France. He 
and his wife, Amy, reside in Worcester with their 
son. 
28 
Carol (Balboni) Price is a teacher in the Pem, 
broke School System. She and her husband, Rob, 
ert, live in Plymouth with their son. 
Michael Villano has been promoted to vice 
president and controller of Scan Optics in East 
Hartford, CT. He lives in Manchester, CT with 
his wife, Mary, and their daughter. 
Brian Grip has been appointed vice president 
for corporate relations at the Brodeur Group in 
Concord, NH. He and his wife, Kelly (Collins) 
'82, reside in Pembroke, NH with their son. 
1983 
Shelagh Neary ofFairfield, CT has joined the 
Bridgeport, CT law firm ofHolahan, Gumpper & 
Dowling as an associate. 
Holly St. George Dorr is an audit supervisor 
for COM Energy Services in Cambridge. She lives 
in Westford with her husband, Christopher, and 
their infant daughter. 
James Rice ofWatertown was appointed vice 
president at Medford Savings Bank in Medford. 
He is pursuing a master's degree at SuffolkUniver, 
sity. 
David Heikoff was promoted to district tech, 
nologist with Lever Brother Co. He resides in 
South Windsor, CT with his wife, Andrea (Lee) 
'83 and their son. 
Lorraine Muratore, Pires is president of the 
builders division oflnternational Merchandise in 
Brockton, a three store television/appliance chain 
of which she is part,owner. She lives in Easton 
with her husband, John, and their daughter. 
Susan (Hattings) Scheibe! is a mortgage un, 
derwriter for Sears Mortgage Corporation inWest 
Hartford, CT. She and her husband, Jeff, reside in 
West Hartford, CT with their daughter. 
Michael Gold works for the Allen,Rand Com, 
pany in New York City. He and his wife, Therese, 
live in Greenlawn, NY with their infant son. 
Jacquelyne Verbanic of New Windsor, NY 
was named account executive at RCI Long Dis, 
tance, a subsidiary of Rochester Telephone. 
1984 
Lawrence Berry of Dover has been appointed 
general manager of the Susse Chalet Hotel in 
Waltham. 
William Haney is a partner in the firmofW. P. 
Haney Company, Inc. in South Easton. He and 
his wife, Elizabeth, live in North Attleboro with 
their two children. 
Suzanne (Still) Hughes is employed by the 
State Street Bank & T rust Company in North 
Quincy. She and her husband, Stephen, reside in 
Brockton with their two sons. 
Gregory Tougas, owner of New Bedford Pest 
Control, was re,elected to the Dartmouth School 
Committee. He and his wife, Cynthia, live in 
North Dartmouth. 
Margaret Gold of Huntington, NY recently 
received her masterofscience degree in education 
from Long lsland University. She is a social stud, 
ies teacher at Christ The King Regional High 
School in Middle Village, NY. 
Bonnie Ferreira has taught biology at New 
Bedford High School for five years. This past 
academic year she participated in Project Bridge, 
a teacher internship program at Polaroid Corpo, 
ration, that gives educators the opportunity to 
work in industry for a school year. Bonnie holds a 
master's degree incounseling from Bow ling Green 
State University in Ohio. She lives in Fairhaven. 
1985 
Elizabeth (Higgins) and Richard O'Leary '85 
received their master degrees in architecture from 
the University of Illinois at Chicago this spring. 
They work for a local architectural firm in the 
Chicago, IL area. Elizabeth and Richard live in 
Chicago. 
Dr. Christine Sacco is anoptometrist with the 
Harvard Community Health Plan in Boston. She 
lives in Hanson with her husband, William Clegg 
'86. 
Lorraine (Stapleton) Mariano has been pro, 
mored to assistant vice president and employee 
re lat ions manager atKeyCorp inAlbany, NY. She 
lives in Delmar, NY with her husband, Brian. 
MaryAnne Walsh of Providence, RI was in, 
ducted into theStonehill College AthleticHall of 
Fame in May. For the past six years, MaryAnn 
played and coached women's basketball in Ire, 
land, and recently returned to the United States. 
Theresa (Murphy) Duffy is a manager for the 
Sentry Insurance Company in Concord. She lives 
in East Walpole with her husband, William. 
Christine Hickey of Charlestown was pro, 
mored to assistant director, Office of Public Af, 
fairs, at the New England Deaconess Hospital in 
Boston. 
JoAnn Riley ofDennis is a medical technolo, 
gist at the Cape Cod Hospital in Hyannis. 
Stephen Brandao has been promoted to spe, 
cialty representative by ICI Pharma, a business 
unit ofICI Pharmaceuticals Group ofICE Ameri, 
cas Inc. Stephen and his wife, Elin, reside in 
Andover. 
Robert Campbell of Miami Beach, FL is a 
supported employment consultant for the United 
Cerebral Palsy Association in Miami. He served 
in the Peace Corps at Sierra Leone, West Africa 
from 1985 , 1987, received a master's degree in 
education from Teacher's College, Columbia 
University in 1989, and formerly taught English 
at Woodstock Union High School inWoodstock, 
VT. 
Amy (Sheehan) Billings is a resident engineer 
for the California Department ofTransportation 
in Los Angeles. She lives in Redondo Beach, CA 
with her husband, Alan. 
Julia Swartz of South Weymouth graduated 
from Simmons College this spring with a master's 
degree in social work. She is employed by the 
Polaroid Corporation in Waltham in their Em, 
ployee Assistance Program. 
1986 
Glenn Cooke is a graphic artist for Curtis 
Business Forms in Holyoke. He and his wife, 
Elizabeth, live in Hadley with their son. 
John Tedesco is an account executive with 
Seltel, Inc. in New York City. His wife, Susan 
(White) '86 is a media supervisor with Young 
Rubicam in New York City. They reside in New 
York City with their infant daughter. 
Susan Crocco is a senior financial analyst for 
Pac tel Cellular oflrvine, CA, a division ofPacific 
Telesis. She lives in Aliso Viejo, CA. 
Charles Winterhalter is director ofoperations 
at Elite Operations, doing business as McDonald's 
ofNew Bedford. He and his wife, Desiree, live in 
North Dartmouth. 
Darcy MacDonald, currently a student atCali, 
fornia Western School of Law in San Diego, CA, 
has been elected to Who's Who Among Students in 
American Universities & Colleges. 
Donald Poyant, a certified public accountant, 
has beennamed Marshfield Town Accountant by 
the selectmen. He and his wife reside in Hyannis. 
Maureen (O'Leary) Johnson is the personnel 
manageratLechmere inWarwick, RI. She lives in 
Plainville withher husband, Carl, and their daugh, 
ter. 
Janet (Hofferty) Hoffman teaches fourth grade 
for the Harvard Public Schools. She lives in 
Chelmsford with her husband, Scott. 
Linda Italia of Arlington, VA, is an account 
manager for the medical/surgical d ivision of 
Kendall Healthcare in Washington, D.C. She is 
pursuing a master's degree in business administra, 
tion at Averett College in Danville, VA. 
Kimberley Bailey is the vendor relations man, 
ager for the Software Developer's Company in 
Hingham. She lives in Braintree. 
Matthew Kowalski completed a residency in 
orthopaedics at the National College of 
Chiropractic in Lombard, IL, and recently re, 
turned to the Massachusetts area. 
Monique (Carrier) Christiansen teaches kin, 
dergarten at the A. M. Kulp School in Hatfield, 
PA. She lives in Lansdale with her husband, 
David. 
1987 
Meagan Williams of Raynham teaches fourth 
grade at St. Mary's School in Taunton. She re, 
cently received her master's degree in education 
from Bridgewater State College. 
Darleen (O'Neil) Hanegan, a kindergarten 
teacher at Moreau Hall School in Easton, re, 
ceived a master's degree inearlychildhood educa, 
tion from Bridgewater State College. She and her 
husband, Charles, reside in Canton. 
Rev. Kevin Spicer, C.S.C., was ordained in 
June at Holy Cross Church in South Easton. He is 
assigned to Stonehill College, teaching in the 
religious studies department, and assisting the 
pastoral teamatHolyCrossChurch. Father Spicer 
lives in a student residence hall on campus. 
Martha (Robert) Lellman is living in the Phil, 
ippines with her husband, Joe, a physician in the 
U. S. Navy. They are returning to the United 
States this summer and will be stationed inGroton, 
CT. 
Karen (Krippendorf) MacKenzie is a teacher 
for the Saco, ME school department. She and her 
husband, Robert, reside in Kennebunk, ME with 
their daughter. 
Sharon Lamond received certification as a 
Community HealthNurse through the American 
Nurses Association. She was also elected to Who's 
Who in American Nursing in 1990, 1991. Sharon is 
presently the treasurer ofthe Rhode Island Affili, 
ate of American Associations for Continuity of 
Care. She lives in North Attleboro with her 
husband, William, and their daughter. 
Margaret (Guckin) Stofko is a technical sales 
representative with Dianon Systems, Stratford, 
CT. Her husband, A. Jeffrey '87, is an internal 
auditor with Blue Cross/Blue Shield of North 
Haven, CT. They live in Milford, CT. 
Lauren (Gomes) McDougall is an account 
executive with Bay State Health Care in Cam, 
bridge. She and her husband, Richard '88, reside 
in Roslindale. 
M. Alison (Murnane) Smith is asocial worker/ 
treatment coordinator at the Germaine Lawrence 
School in Arlington. She lives in Natickwith her 
husband, Thomas. 
Wendy (Smith) Mayerson is assistant to the 
deanoffreshmen atTufts University and a master's 
degree candidate in the department ofchild study 
at Tufts. She and her husband have recently 
moved to Malden. 
29 
Joanne (Burke) Camillo is a teacher in the 
Brockton School System. She recently received a 
master1s degree of education in counseling from 
Bridgewater State College. Joanne and her hus, 
band, William '87, live in Taunton. 
Marianne (Sybertz) Stanton is a marketing 
representative for Bay State Health C are in 




recentlysent the following update to the Stonehill 
AlumniMagazine. "After graduation, Ispentone 
year teaching English in Japan as a participant 
in the Japanese Exchange and Teaching Pro, 
gram. I taught junior high school and loved it, so 
I decided to pursue a career in education. Upon 
my return to the United States, I taught kinder, 
garten for two years in Jersey City, New Jersey 
and pursued a master ofarts degree in education 
in the evening program at St. Peter1s College, 
also in Jersey City. Currently, I am pursuing an 
Educational Specialist degree in Counselor Edu, 
cation at the University of South Carolina, 
Columbia, SC. While attending school, I have 
an assistantship at the Center for Developmen, 
tal Disabilities, a division ofthe South Carolina 
Association for Blind Athletes. My most recent 
project has been serving as Associate Games 
Director for the 1st Y ouch Championships for 
Blind Athletes. During these Games, athletes 
ages 13,18 participated in clinics and competed 
in track and field events, swimming and goalball. 
In addition to athletic competition, athletes 
learned about South Carolina through daily 
social and cultural activities. Approximately 
300,500 participants from across the United 
States, Germany and Holland attended. On a 
personal note, the most exciting event in my life 
will occur on June 27, 1992, Joel Leonard '88 
and I are getting married! Joel is also attending 
the University of South Carolina. He is pursu, 
ing a master of education degree in Rehabilita, 
tion Counseling." 
John Flaherty of Little Neck, NY is assistant 
marketing manager for Star Industries, Inc., a 
liquor and wine wholesaler inSyosset , NY. Hewas 
the winner of the trick shot competition billiards 
tournament co,sponsore<l by New York Magazine 
to promote G lenfiddich Scotch. 
Bernadette Murphy is a managing editor for 
Quinlan Publishing Company in Boston. She 
lives in Quincy. 
Robert Bastille is reaching in the American 
School in G uadalajara, Mex ico. He lives in 
Guadalajara with his wife, Mariela. 
Lorraine Helfand is a clinical social worker/ 
supervisor with the New England Home for Little 
Wanderers inBoston. She holds a master's degree 
from Boston College in clinical social work. 
Lorraine is also working as a couple and family 
therapist for inner city families in Boston and is a 
supervisor with the Intensive Family lnterven, 
tion program. She resides in Newton. 
Michelle DeSisto of Raynham, is pursuing a 
master of science degree in nursing from Yale 
University. 
Lisa (Malinowski) Alkhudr is an adjunct 
instructor in the English as a Second Language 
(ESL) program and a testing/placement specialist 
at Quincy College. She is pursuing a master's 
degree at the University ofMassachusetts at Bos, 
ton. Lisa lives in Quincy with her husband, 
Mohammad. 
Tracey (Torgen) Keenan is a portfolio ac, 
countant with Standish, Ayer & Wood inBoston. 
She and her husband, Edward, reside inStoneham. 
Todd Harbron of Gladstone, OR was pro, 
moted to assistant controller of SYSCO Food 
Services of Portland, the nation's largest food 
service distributor. Last fall, Todd completed the 
Portland Marathon. 
Thomas Varden, D.M.D. received a doctorate 
of dental medicine from Tufts University this 
spring. He and his wife, Jennifer, plan to relocate 
to Toronto, Ontario, where he will begin his 
dental practice. 
Lisa Ann Marques graduated from the New 
England College of Optometry in May with a 
doctor of optometry degree. She lives in Fall 
River. 
Andrea Winters was appointed an account 
executive for the New England Cable News Chan, 
nel. She resides in Canton. 
1989 
Joan Thomas, RN, of Dover, NH has been 
appointed operating room nurse and manager at 
the Wentworth,Douglas Hospital in Dover. 
Christine Wade of Bridgewater is a real estate 
agent for Eastern Edison Company. She won the 
Chapter 16 of the International Right of Way 
Association (IRW A) Outstanding Performance 
Award for her outstanding contribution to the 
International's Region 4 Forum. 
Mark R. Ailinger has been appointed admin, 
istrator at Embassy House Healthcare in Brock, 
ton. 
Sean Kane is a member of the vehicle safety 
staffat theCenter for Auto Safety inWashington, 
D.C. The Centerworks toward its goal ofreducing 
the number of accidents, injuries and fatalities 
caused by vehicles. He has been instrumental in 
projects that have alerted consumers to potential 
automotive dangers. 
Venison Turner, a systems specialist with 
NYNEX in Boston, recently received a master of 
science degree in applied management from Lesley 
College. He is a member of the Mobile Home 
Rent Control Board inWest BridgewaterI and is a 
literacy volunteer at the Adult Learning Center 
in Brockton. Venison and his wife, Shirley, are 
the parents of two children and reside in West 
Bridgewater. 
Suzzanne Merithew ofTaunton is enrolled in 
thephysican assistant certificate program at North, 
eastern University. She also works part,time at 
Brockton Hospital. 
Susan Giannouloudis ofBrockton is anassisant 
buyer for Chadwick's ofBoston Catalog Co., West 
Bridgewater. 
Richard Lafond of Brockton is the new execu, 
rive secretary for the town ofEast Bridgewater. He 
holds a master's degree in public administration 
from Suffolk University. 
Brian Falvey, a funeral director for T orf Fu, 
neral Home in Chelsea, has been elected to a five, 
year seat on the Dedham Planning Board. 
N. Lee Cook is a sales person for 1st Choice 
Realty in Quincy. He lives in Weymouth. 
Karen Gerrish is a credit support coordinator 
for Recoll Management Corporation in Boston. 
She lives in Weymouth. 
Michele (Marks) Gallagher handles patient 
accounts and billing for the Women's Health 
Association of Cape Cod. She and her husband 
reside in South Orleans. 
Elizabeth Eaton ofQuincy, an English teacher 
at the Judge John J. ConnollyYouthCenter, plans 
to pursue a master's degree at the Harvard Gradu, 
ate School of Education. Beth will begin her 
studies in the children and adolescents at risk 
program in the fall. 
Andrea Adzima of Fairfield, CT teaches sec, 
ond grade in the Weston, CT school system. She 
received a mastees degree in elementary educa, 
tion from the University of Bridgeport. 
Vincent Cerce, Jr., received a mastees degree 
in counseling and a Certificate of Advanced 
Graduate Studies in school psychology from North, 
eastern University. He is employed as manager of 
the Child Partial Hospital Program at Pembroke 
Hospital. 
Patrick Boen has been appointed assistant to 
the athletic director at Stonehill College. In the 
past year, he served as a volleyball coach and co, 
softball coach at the College. Pat lives in Brockton. 
1990 
Navy Petty Officer 3rd Class Patrick Delaney 
recently reported for duty at the Naval Air Sta, 
tion, Bermuda. He joined the U. S. Navy in 
August, 1990. 
Brian Foley is employed in the asset manage, 
ment division of State Street Bank. He lives in 
Braintree with his wife, Deborah. 
Brendan Canning has been named director of 
public relations at Notre Dame H igh School in 
West Haven, CT, andeditorofthe school's alumni 
newsletter, The Knightly News. He lives inHamden, 
CT. 
Shirley Davenport, town clerk of Sharon, re, 
ceived a master of science degree in public affairs 
from the University of Massachusetts at Boston. 
She lives in Sharon with her husband and their 
four children. 
Suzanne St. Germain graduated from the 
University of Massachusetts at Lowell with a 
master's degree inelementary education. She lives 
in Chelmsford. 
Deborah O'Hearn has been promoted to me, 
dia planner/buyer for Trone Advertising, Inc. in 
Greensboro, NC. She lives in Kermersville, NC. 
Robert Skolnick is employed by the E. A. 
Davis & Co. in Wellesley. He lives in Canton 
with his wife, Michele. 
Jodi (Civilinski) Starck is an account repre, 
sentative for the Chickering Group, an insurance 
broker in Cambridge. She resides in Wrentham 
with her husband, Eric. 
Kathleen "Kato" (Thompson) Garvey is em, 
ployed by Safeguard Business Systems. She lives 
in Meriden, CT with her husband, Michael '91. 
Tara McArthur ofBridgewater is a trade input 
room controller/supervisor at the Shawmut Bank 
in Boston. 
Kevin Tattrie is a staff accountant with Cullen, 
Murphy & Co. in Norwood. His wife, Christine 
(Noga) '90, is an investigator with RMG lnvesti, 
gations in Quincy. They live in Mansfield. 
Cary Tripp of Mattapoisett is a commercial 
loanword processor at the Shawmut Bank inNew 
Bedford. She will be attending law school in the 
fall. 
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Kevin Keenan ofPawtucket, RI was promoted 
to operations analyst with the Bank of Boston in 
Providence, RI. 
Michael Benoit of Milford, NH is manager of 
the Omni Fitness Center in Nashua, NH. 
Thomas Gibbons of Littleton has been ac, 
cepted by the Suffolk University Law School for 
the fall semester. 
John C. Sullivan received his property man, 
agement license last year and currently manages a 
condominium complex on Marco Island, FL. He 
lives on Marco Island. 
Michelle Higgins of Quincy has been elected 
assistant treasurer by The Cooperative Bank of 
Concord. 
Albert Ward ofChelmsford, an intern atCable 
News Network (CNN), co,produced a 30 minute 
documentary video showing the impact of AIDS 
on a young couple and their two children. Al is 
currently involved in a documentary about homes 
in New York City and Chicago for teenagers with 
AIDS. 
Karina Morales is a paralegal for Lawrence 
Carra, Esq. in Mineola, NY. She lives in Elmont, 
NY. 
Andrea Cooper is an evaluation counselor for 
NORCAP at Southwood Community Hospital in 
Norfolk. She also works part,time as an adjust, 
ment counselor at the Lt. Peter Hansen School in 
Canton, and is pursuing a master's degree in social 
workatBoston College. Andrea lives inStoughton. 
1991 
Paul Tattrie is employed by Investors Bank 
and Trust Company. He lives in Quincy with his 
wife, Donna. 
Patricia Leone of Stratford, CT is the first 
child,life specialist at Danbury Hospital in Con, 
necticut. Her duties include developing staff sen, 
sitivities to children's needs and acting as liaison 
between families and the hospital. 
David Currier, Jr., is employed by Purity Su, 
preme Supermarkets. He lives in Carver with his 
wife, Deborah. 
Susan Strange of Hanson was promoted to 
policy analyst with Tufts Associated Health Plan 
in Waltham. 
Tammie O'Brien of Quincy is a claim coordi, 
nator with Aetna Life & Casualty Co. in Quincy. 
Gina Patrizio of Cranston, RI is pursuing a 
master's degree in physical therapy at the Univer, 
sity of Rhode Island. 
Michelle Poulin of Holden is a television pro, 
gramming assistant for the Massachusetts Corpo, 
ration for Educational Telecommunications in 
Cambridge. 
Christine Cain is a utilization analyst with 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield's HMO Blue program in 
Framingham. She lives in South Weymouth. 
Kevin Cronin ofSpringfield, VA is an intelli, 
gence analyst with the Drug Enforcement Ad, 
ministration in Washington, D.C. 
Michael Garvey is employed by G. Fox & 
Company. He lives in Meriden, CTwith his wife, 
Kathleen "Kato" (Thompson) '90. 
Army 2nd Lt. Mary (O'Shea) Rood is a 
battalion projects officer at Fort Bliss, TX. She 
lives in El Paso withher husband, Jason, and their 
daughter. 
1992 
Nancy Lincoln was presented with the 1991 
Volunteer ofthe Year Award on behalf of the Old 
Colony YMCA Services Corporation. She lives 
in Taunton. 
Marriages 
Tracy Dean '89 to Bill Blauvelt, 12/91 
Elizabeth R. Higgins '85 to Richard P. O'Leary 
'85, 1/92 
Lisa L. Locke '86 to Mark A. Newcity, 12/91 
Glen A. Cooke '86 to Elizabeth A. Tucker, 6/30 
Robert L. Skolnick '90 to Michele Rose DiTullio, 
1/92 
Charles E. Winterhalter '86 to Desiree L. 
Fernandes, 8/91 
Brian Foley '90 to Deborah Lane, 1/92 
David Currier, Jr. '91 to Deborah Koski, 12/91 
Patricia Corkum '84 to Frank Hom, 2/92 
David W. Hall '82 to Leda M. Chacon, 12/91 
Paul Tattrie '91 to Donna Trovato, 12/91 
Christine Noga '90 to Kevin Tattrie '90, 11/91 
Jodi Civilinski '91 to Eric Starck, 10/91 
Kathleen Richmond '79 to Gary Anderson '76, 
6/91 
Maureen O'Leary '86 to Carl Johnson, 10/89 
Donna Cercone '81 to Ernest Glynn, 10/91 
Lorraine A. Muratore '83 to John Pires, 8/90 
Lauren Gomes '87 to Richard McDougall '88, 
9/91 
Margaret Guckin '87 to A. Jeffrey Stofko '87, 
10/91 
Alison Murnane '87 to Thomas A. Smith, 11/91 
Christy Driscoll '79 to Kevin Foley, 6/91 
Janet E. Hofferty '86 to Scott M. Hoffman, 8/91 
Tracey Torgen '88 to Edward J. Keenan, 4/92 
Rita A. Pink '74 to John D. Kucsan, 6/91 
Beth A. Crimmins '81 to Dr. James W. Cole, 
12/91 
Lisa Malinowski '88 to Mohammad Alkhudr, 
11/91 
Joanne Burke '87 to William Camillo '88, 8/90 
Kim Chadwick '91 to Philip Lecuyer '90, 4/92 
Donna Walker '87 to Richard O'Sullivan, Jr., 
11/91 
Amy Sheehan '85 to Alan Billings, 7/91 
Mary G. Fahrendorf '80 to Thomas Deaux, 5/90 
Darleen O'Neil '87 to Charles E. Hanegan, 4/91 
Christine Sacco '85 to William C. Clegg '86, 
4/92 
Susan Sullivan '86 to Matthew Waddick '86, 
6/92 
Kimberly Brodeur '92 to Leon Grindle, 6/92 
Nancy Steeves '90 to Timothy J. McDonald, 
6/92 
Jane Haas '88 to William Widner, 8/91 
Monique J. Carrier '86 to Dave A. Christiansen, 
Jr., 7/91 
Sharon Ekberg '90 to John LoGiudice, 5/92 
Gina Patrizio '91 to Paul Marino, 8/92 
Karina Morales '90 to Daniel J. Becker, 8/92 
New Arrivals 
Karen (Krippendorf) '87 and Robert MacKenzie, 
Kennebunk, ME, daughter, Kristin Rose, 
11/27/91 
Glenn A. '86 and Elizabeth Cooke, Hadley, son, 
Timothy Joseph, 11/2/91 
Benjamin '71 and Marianne Harley, Brockton, 
son, Patrick Michael, 10/12/92 
Andrea (Lee) '83 and David Heikoff '83, S. 
Windsor, CT, son, David Joseph, 1/21/92 
David '78 and Ann Marie Neary, Centerville, 
son, Colin Daniel, 3/30/92 
Annette (Roche) '89 and Jon Tallarida, Hanover, 
son, Luke Joseph, 12/20/91 
Linda Rinearson '7 0 and Tom Crowder, Newton 
Centre, daughter, Rebecca, 11/23/91 
Robert '78 and Cindy Anders, Union, NJ, son, 
Robert John III, 2/18/92 
Dr. James '81 and Meda Corkum, Towson, MD, 
son, Tyler James, 9/15/91 
Thomas '83 andJ illDiOrio, Melrose, son,Joseph 
Thomas, 10/20/90 
Deborah (Sanderson) '83 and Michael DiPrato, 
Wethersfield, CT, daughter, Lynne Nicole, 
12/8/91 
Stephen T. '83 and Michelle O'Brien, Boston, 
son, Brendan, 9/13/90 and daughter, Bridget, 
2/6/92 
Maureen (O'Leary) '86 and Carl Johnson, 
Plainville, daughter, Erin Elizabeth, 12/20/91 
Carol (Ryan) '87 and Simon Thomas, Norwood, 
son, David Abraham, 12/21/89 and daughter, 
Mary Bridget, 7/1/91 
Maryann "Mitzi" (Genovesi) '86 and Michael 
Pallotta '86, Arlington, son, Michael Nicho, 
las, 3/6/92 
Lisa (Duggan) '81 and Robert Brown, Canton, 
son Timothy Charles, 12/31/91 
Suzanne M. (Still) '84 and Stephen Hughes, 
Brockton, son, Ryan Patrick, 1/24/92 
Lorraine A. Muratore-Pires '83 and John Pires, 
Easton, daughter, Savina Lorraine, 10/17/91 
Chris '82 and Amy Kotsopoulos, Worcester, son, 
Mark William, 3/26/92 
Denise (Tramontana) '89 and Thomas Savage 
'87, Halifax, daughter, Kara Anne, 3/24/92 
Lori A . (Doherty) '89 and Reggie Newcomb, 
Rockland, daughter, Alyssa Lauren, 6/21/91 
Mary (Resendes) '83 and Steven Turner, E. 
Taunton, daughter, Kelsie Alyse, 3/14/90 and 
son, Zachary Steven, 8/21/91 
James A. '81 and Jeanne McAllister, Wollaston, 
sons, Richie, 4/19/83, Andrew, 12/26/85, 
Danny, 5/26/89 and daughter, Jacqueline, 
11/29/91 
Fred '81 and Cynthia Dooley, Marstons Mills, 
daughter, Tarin Ann, 4/2/92 
Susan (Hattings) '83 and Jeff Scheibel, West 
Hartford, CT, daughter, Meg Elizabeth, 
1/21/92 
Kathleen (Schum) '78 and Gary Martin, New 
Britain, CT, son, Ian Patrick, 3/12/92 
Nancy (Overton) '81 and Philip Morton, 
Franklin, daughter, Grace Lynn, 2/20/92 
Elizabeth House-Sherr '82 and Richard Sherr, 
N. Attleboro, twins, Benjamin and Caitlin, 
6/91 
Sandra (Strange) '84 and David Coonan, Pem, 
broke, son, Justin David, 6/9/91 
Terri (Siegel) '84 and Stephen Bliss '84, S. 
Easton, daughter, Jaclyn Kendall, 1/13/92 
Kathleen (Driscoll) '7 6 and Thomas Kazanowski 
'74, Duxbury, son, Thomas Robert, 4/3/92 
Susan (White) '86 and John Tedesco '86, New 
York, NY, daughter, Caroline Clare, 2/22/92 
Michael E. '83 and Therese Gold, Greenlawn, 
NY, son, Christian William, 4/5/91 
Sandra (Jones) '78 and Kenneth McCoy, N. 
Attleboro, daughter, Kathryn Rose, 11/13/91 
Gale (Kiraly) '76 and Thomas Curcio, Alexan, 
dria, VA, son, Michael Thomas, 12/19/91 
Kevin '79 and Betty Fahey, Billerica, daughters, 
Meagan, 7/28/86, Keryn, 11/6/89, and Leah, 
10/3/91 
Mary (O'Shea) '91 and Jason Rood, El Paso, TX, 
daughter, Rebecca Anna, 3/22/92 
Dick '81 and Clare Barnard, Huntington, NY, 
son, Andrew Richard, 5/18/88 and daughter, 
Grace Eleanore, 10/9/91 
Siobhan (O'Brien) '85 and Robert Hundert­
mark '83, Woburn, daughter, Chloe Elizabeth, 
2/7/92 
Marybeth (Lahey) '78andKevinJoyce, Hanover, 
daughter, Kristin Ashley, 1/27/92 
Carol (Balboni) '82 and Robert Price, Plymouth, 
son, Eric Herbert, 3/28/92 
Mary G. (Fahrendorf) '80 and Thomas Deaux, 
Mt. Laurel, NJ, daughter, Michelle Christina, 
8/27/91 
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Jodi A. (Capachin) '81 and Jeffrey Pflum, 
Wrentham, son, Benjamin, 10/26/91 
Carol (Dunn) ' 76 and Don Thornton '74,· 
Ridgewood, NJ, daughter, Margaret McNamara, 
2/7/91 
Paul '76 and Robin O'Brien, Plymouth, MN, 
daughter, Shannon, 10/18/88 and son, Colin, 
3/5/91 
Jim '81 and Margaret O'Neal, Darien, CT, daugh, 
ter, Tierney Catherine, 12/21/91 
Karen (Hines) '85 and John Robitaille, 
Unionville, CT, son, C hristopher John, 3/6/91 
Kathleen (Doyle) '85 and Peter Cullen, 
Chelmsford, son, Phillip John, 12/29/90 
Patti (Pomer) '79 and Michael Tenaglia, 
Centerville, daughter, Caroline Therese, 
9/23/91 
John G. '7 4 and Lenore Cardoza, Taunton, daugh, 
ter, Julia Lenore, 2/18/92 
Paul '79 and Linda Kelly, Woburn, daughter, 
Lindsey Elizebeth, 4/30/92 
Beth (Buker) '85 and Blair Hamilton, Weymouth, 
son, Matthew Thomas, 4/28/92 
Robert '81 and Kathleen Walsh, Dorchester, 
son, Coner, 11/20/91 
Jacqueline (Perdue) '83 and William Martin 
'84 , La Mesa, CA, son, William Calhoun II, 
5/3/92 
Kathy (Lydon) '81 and Brian Healy '81, South 
Easton, son , Thomas Joseph, 6/11/92 
Holly St. George Dorr '83 and Christopher Dorr, 
Westford, daughter, Caitlin Cecile, 1/31/92 
Dianna (Byrne) '8 1 and Todd Peterson, 
Higganum, CT, daughter, Kimberly Lauren, 
4/9/91 
Bart '81 and Cathy Boncaldo, Mansfield, son, 
Nicholas Robert, 4/7/92 
William '84 and Elizabeth Haney, North 
Attleboro, daughter, Jillian Elizabeth, 6/9/92 
Karen (Freeman) '84 and Chris Boyle '83, Glen 
Gardner, NJ, daughter, Kelli Anne, 12/26/91 
In Memoriam 
Julie Ann Deveney '65, Gainesville, FL, 4/2/92 
Mark H. O'Dowd '68, Pembroke MA, 3/10/92 
George Fish '64, North Attleboro, MA, 6/7/92 
Mark Oteri '88, Peabody, MA 7/9/92 
Commencement 1992 
(continued from page 7) 
ored with a citation composed of excerpts 
taken from nominations submitted by some 
of his past and present students, and col, 
leagues on the Stonehill faculty. 
Philip L. Hemingway, Sr. Awards 
The Philip L. Hemingway, Sr. Awards 
for Academic Excellence were presented to 
Patrick F. O'Connor ofStow, highest rank, 
ing studen t in liberal arts; Elizabeth Jean 
Mcleish ofEast Falmouth, highest ranking 
student in science; Laurie A. Magnant of 
Enosburg Falls, Vermont, highest ranking 
student in business administration; and Paula 
M. Hilston of Brockton, highest ranking 
student in the Evening Program. 
Class Notes!! 
On September 12, 1992 
Please send complete information for inclu, 
sion in the Class Notes, Marriages, and New 
Arrivals sections of the Stonehill Alumni Maga, 
zine - if you are letting us know about a new job, 
a marriage, the birth ofa child, please also include 
your full name (include maiden name), year of 
graduation, name of spouse (please indicate if 
spouse is also an alumnus and his/her year of 
graduation) and children. Marriage announce, 
ments must include month and year and New 
Arrivals information must include month/day/ 
year ofchild's birth. Thank you for your coopera, 
tion and we look forward to hearing from you! We 
are sorry that we cannot publish engagement 
announcements due to space limitations. 
at Stonehill College 
is offering an 
All Day Workshop 
for Classroom Teachers 
Grades 1,8 
Columbus: 
The Vision and the Voyage 
Conducted by Professors 
Albert Cullum and David Almeida 
If interested, call the 
Office of Continuing Education at 
(508) 230,1298 
Enrollment is LimitedBill Driscoll 
( continued from page 13) 
ate and I have a tremendous fondness for 
Stonehill today. I always enjoyed the fact 
that I have traveled the world several times 
and have spoken before a large number of 
diverse military and civilian groups. I always 
make it a point to be introduced as Bill 
Driscoll who went to Stonehill College. In 
many parts ofthe world, people are not even 
sure where Boston or Massachusetts is, let 
alone Stonehill College. But I've always had 
a very strong internal sense of pride that I got 
my start at Stonehill, and I most willingly 
explain to whoever is interested about 
Stonehill College." 
It was a great place for me. I still have 
some very good friends from my college days. 
The values that the College represents, its 
great sense of family and the beautiful cam, 
pus are all very special. Where it helped me 
and gave me a lot of comfort was during 
times when my life was totally upside down. 
It was then that I remembered those happy 
Stonehill times, playing varsity baseball, or 
beautiful campus walks, the outstanding 
people of Stonehill and all the fun. The 
whole Stonehill experience was just so en, 
joyable. They are very pleasant memories. 
They were also very soothing, and relaxing. 
Without question, I would have to rate my 
Stonehill years as one of the most happy, 
uncomplicated and enjoyable times in my 
life." 
"Inconclusion, Iwould like to take this 
opportunity to wish all members of the 
Stonehill communityand their families much 
good health, happiness and a long, peaceful 
life." 
Photograph taken by Helen Montgomery, 
Drysdale . 
Karen D. O'Malley is Director of Public 
Affairs at Stonehill College . 
The Office of Continuing Education 
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Alumni Calendar of Events 




September 26, 1992 
Easton Country Club 
Reserve the date, 
get your foursomes together, 
and watch your mail for further details 
and reservation information. 
The Office of Alumni Affairs 
presents 
"Miss Saigon'' 
The Broadway Theatre 
New York City 
Thursday, October 8, 1992 
Tickets: $66.00 ( Orchestra) 
Tickets are available 
on a first come, first served basis. 
Call the Alumni Office at 
(508) 230, 1343 
to reserve your tickets today. 
======== 
=========9 3_ 
Alumni Reunion Weekend 1993 
The Classes of 1953, 1958, 1963, 1968, 
1973, 1978, 1983,and1988willreturnto 
Stonehill on the weekend of June 4th , 
6th, 1993 to celebrate their respective 
reunions!! If you are interested in serv­
ing on your Reunion Committee, please 
contact the Office of Alumni Affairs at 
(508) 230-1343. 
If your name is misspelled or your ad~ 
dress is incorrect on the mailing label, we 
apologize. You can help us remedy this prob, 
lem by sending anycorrections to theOfficeof 
Alumni Affairs, Stonehill College, North 
Easton, MA 02357. 
Please tell us what you think about this 
issue. It's always nice to receive mail from our 
readers, and we welcome letters of any opin~ 
ion. Please let us know if you enjoyed this issue 
oftheStonehill Alumni Magazine, or ifyou have 
ideas·andsuggestions for future issues. We will 
only publish letters that include a full name 
and address. We reserve the right to edit all 
correspondence. 
August 
22 Alumni Reception in Newport 
Cliff Walk Manor 
September 
13 Chicago Area Reception 
1 7 "Phantom of the Opera" 
Wang Center for the Performing Arts 
Boston 
26 Alumni Golf Tournament 
Easton Country Club 
October 
2 Boston Harbor Cruise 
3 Alumni Day 
4 Men's Alumni Soccer Game and Reception 
8 "Miss Saigon" 
The Broadway Theatre 
New York City 
October Continued 
15 "Reunion 1993" 
General Meeting 
24 Alumni Council Meeting 
25 Alumni Cross Country "Fun Run" and Reception 
29 Stonehill Career Fair 
TBA Presidential Forum 
November 
14 Young Alumni Reception 
15 Alumni Mass of Thanksgiving 
TBA Business Breakfast Forum 
December 
5 Century Club Dinner 
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